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Abstract
Sex, Scents, and Cephalopods:
Factors That Affect Social and Reproductive Behavior in Chambered Nautilus and Oval Squid
by Naomi Lewandowski
Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Basil
Cephalopods are a highly specialized group of molluscs that show a wide range of behavioral
patterns. Chambered nautilus (Nautilus pompilius) and oval squid (Sepioteuthis lessoniana) are two very
distinct species of cephalopod that both provide unique insight into cephalopod reproductive and social
behavior. In experiments utilizing both species, I aimed to fill in knowledge gaps in a range of
reproductive behaviors from fundamental responses to conspecifics, to preferred mating habitat.
In Chapter 1 and 2 I tested individual nautiluses in a Y-maze where recipients were exposed to
paired odors of two donor nautiluses. I collected data on both their choice of scent as well as their
tentacle extension behavior as they approached a chosen scent. This allowed me to answer questions
concerning whether the opposite or same sex scent were more attractive, as well as if there were
individuals’ scents within the opposite sex that were most attractive. In Chapter 3 I completed further
analysis of the first two chapters and concluded that Nautilus does not show particular preference for the
opposite sex or certain individuals when choosing their scents in a Y-maze. However, Nautilus showed
differing patterns of tentacle extension in response to the scent of the opposite sex when compared to the
same sex. Further, females and males showed dissimilar topography of response. These findings
suggest that detection of conspecific scent may not mean choosing that scent. Further, scent choice and
potential mate choice may take place under alternate circumstances, if at all. Finally, that tentacle
extension response to conspecific scent may provide evidence for social behavior in chambered nautilus.
In Chapter 4 I exposed oval squid to varying habitat types in the laboratory environment and
measured the occurrence of two mating behaviors as well as squid location within each habitat. This
allowed me to determine the height of the habitat in which squid were most likely to mate (bare, short, or
tall) as well as the habitat composition in which they were most likely to mate (seagrass or coral). Results
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showed that squid choose bare and short habitats and show more variation in mating behavior in the
seagrass habitat when compared to coral. Further, habitat choice while mating differed in some measures
from habitat choice when not mating. Overall I concluded that oval squid prefer short and bare seagrass
habitats for mating, which may indicate where they would mate and spawn in the wild.
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Overall Introduction
What is Animal Behavior?
“Nature, red in tooth and claw” is how Alfred, Lord Tennyson describes the natural world and this
quote is often used to sum up Darwin’s theory of natural selection. This view of nature as violent and cutthroat fails to take into account the vast array of animal behaviors occurring in nature. For example,
animals feeding their young, signaling danger to their herd, and presenting nuptial gifts. Survival of the
fittest does not equate to survival of the strongest but rather survival of those best equipped to pass on
their genes. Discerning how actions taken by animals may lead to this end is the purview of animal
behavior. Behavior can be defined as a set of ‘choices’ shaped by evolution to maximize fitness. These
are not necessarily conscious choices made by an animal; rather an animal is faced with multiple
alternatives in various scenarios and evolution has honed that animal to take the route most likely to lead
to the continuance of its genetic line. Over four billion years and across diverse ecosystems, this has led
to an incredible collection of all types of behaviors that may only make sense when considering the laws
of evolution.
Social Behavior: Social behavior encompasses ‘decisions’ which involve an animal actively seeking,
staying near, or interacting with, conspecifics. Social behavior is result of evolutionary drive to find food,
be safe, and especially to reproduce. There is a wide range of social interactions within the animal
kingdom which can include anything from mating aggregations to complex social hierarchies. Sociality
can be ranked on a continuum from Level 1 where animals such as sloths are solitary during all nonmating activities, to Level 6 or 7 where there are stable associations between individual macaques or
lions, for example, for all activities (Slater and Halliday, 1994, Chapter 9). On this scale, only species
categorized as a 4 or above are considered social species (Slater and Halliday, 1994, Chapter 9),
although animals falling below a 4 may still exhibit social behavior.
Mating and Mate Choice: Reproductive behavior encompasses a range of behaviors that relate to
creation of offspring; including mate choice, mating, and parental care. The experiments presented in
subsequent chapters focus on mate choice and mating as behaviors that are key to species’ success.
The mating behaviors of a given species also largely vary depending on a species’ mating system and
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there are multiple strategies depending on the number of participants and the direction of choice. Species
can be monogamous, polygamous, or promiscuous depending on the number of partners and choice can
be female or male driven (Dugatkin, 2004). These factors lead to a complexity of strategies which
includes sexual selection and exaggeration of desired characteristics.
Mate choice is usually female driven with male mates ultimately chosen based on some desirable
characteristic that may benefit the chooser by leading to offspring that have a higher probability of
expressing that desirable trait (Krebs and Davies, 1997). In many species, especially terrestrial species,
mate choice is based on visual and/or morphological characteristics. For example female swordtail fish
choose males with the longest tails (Basolo, 1990a) and male bowerbirds construct elaborate bowers to
attract mates (Borgia, 1985). However, mate choice may also be based on non-visual cues such as
auditory or olfactory cues, or some combination of multiple sensory cues (Candolin, 2002). Peacock
spiders choose mates based on their colorful and elaborate displays but a key component is also the
drum-like vibrations the males produce during a mating display (Sivalinghem et al., 2010). Many species
choose mates based on pheromones detected through odor, especially when visual cues are less salient
– such as the use of olfactory cues by many moth species to find mates (Linn et al., 1981). Olfactory cues
can contain valuable information that may not be available visually, such as lemurs (Lemur catta) that can
detect genetic relatedness and heterozygosity in the pheromones of a potential mate (Charpentier et al.,
2010) or three-spined stickleback females who base their mate choice on olfactory detection of a
partner’s major histocompatibility complex (Milinski et al., 2005).
What are Cephalopods?
Cephalopods are a remarkable and highly useful study group to use in a range of experiments
particularly because of their unique evolutionary history, intelligence, and behavioral range. Cephalopoda
is a class within the phylum Mollusca that evolved around 530 million years ago and further split into the
subclasses Nautiloidea and Coleoida around 416 million years ago (Kröger et al., 2011). Coleoids are
further divided into Octopodiformes- most octopus species and Decopodiformes which include the sepiid
cuttlefish and teuthid squid (Lindgren et al., 2012). Cephalopoda are a distinctive evolutionary group that
is within one of the few phyla (Mollusca), besides Chordata, to develop large brains and complex nervous
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systems. They are a unique model for brain organization and behavioral complexity in a non-vertebrate
animal (e.g. Mather, 1978; Hochner et al., 2006; Shigeno at al., 2008; Crook and Basil, 2008; Grasso and
Basil, 2009 1978). Their intelligence and corresponding behavioral plasticity is coupled with hundreds of
millions of years of evolutionary success during which they have survived five mass extinctions and
spread throughout the oceans. The cephalopods encompass enormous diversity in morphology, biology,
and habitat. Class members are highly successful and found within all marine ecosystems. Cephalopods
occur globally in every marine ecosystem and trophic level – from the reef squid that live amongst shallow
corals to the gelatinous cirrate octopuses of the abyssal region.
The following chapters present work on the chambered nautilus (Nautilus pompilius) as well as
the oval squid (Sepioteuthis lessoniana). By presenting work on two very distinct species, I will shed light
on the behavioral differences between coleoids and nautiloids, and in how they can be studied. Oval
squid have many of the characteristics typical to coleoids such as quick generations, behaviors that rely
on visual cues, complex social interactions, and are easily studied. Contrastingly, Nautilus are long lived,
slow to reproduce, highly olfactory, and little is known about their social and mating behavior. Together
these two dissimilar species will shed light on the range of mate choice and mating behaviors present in
Cephalopoda.
Social and Mating Behavior in Cephalopods: Within cephalopods there is a large range of social
behaviors which differ by phylogenetic group. Octopuses are typically the most solitary, likely falling in the
Level 1 category of Slater and Halliday (1994, Chapter 9). Cuttlefishes are more social, and match a
Level 2 where they gather for at least one activity, while squids fall within Level 3 and aggregate or school
for most activities. A deeper understanding of the sociality of these coleoid groups can be found through
studies of their ability to perform social recognition – their ability to recognize individual conspecifics or
groups. Social recognition can take the form of direct recognition, recognition of an individual, recognition
of a group of individuals, or recognition of a reliable proxy such as location (Boal, 2006). All coleoids can
recognize the opposite sex though few, if any, can recognize their offspring. Some can recognize kin and
mates, or at least proxies for them (Boal, 2006). Overall there is a lack of tests across coleoid species for
social recognition in specific circumstances, making this a prime area for research.
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Although cephalopods show a wide variety of mating behaviors, from the straightforward passing
of a spermatophore to the highly elaborate mating displays of the giant cuttlefish, cephalopod mating
behaviors and systems are constrained in a few ways. To date there are no known monogamous
cephalopods; males of all studied species are polygynous while females are polyandrous (Hanlon and
Messenger, 2018). While complexities may exist within these systems, such as lekking or female-defense
polygyny, it is unknown at this time which, if any, cephalopod species may exhibit these behaviors
(Hanlon and Messenger, 2018). It is important to fill in the gaps in knowledge of cephalopod social and
mating behavior as it would shed light on their evolution, ecology, and resilience in a changing ocean.
There is very little known of the social and mating behavior of nautiloids especially, including the
types of conspecifics they can recognize. It is also largely unknown where nautiloids fall on the 1-7 Slater
and Halliday scale of sociality (1994, Chapter 9). The experiments described in the next three chapters
aim to contribute new understandings of their social behavior to the broader knowledge of the living
nautiloids. Nautilus pompilius, used in these experiments, is likely not a social species and falls at about a
Level 2 where they may aggregate for certain events. On these occasions they may show social behavior
though their aggregations may be accidental rather than instinctive. While Nautilus has been observed
mating in the laboratory and in the wild (Arnold, 1987; Barord et al., 2019; Basil, personal
communication), their mating system and specific patterns of mate choice are unknown. The experiments
presented in the following three chapters will shed much-needed light on this topic. Nautiloids have
survived for over 500 million years and further insight into this survival will ensure their protection and
survival for years to come.
Cephalopod Conservation
One goal of the research reported in this thesis is to link our understanding of reproductive
behavior to conservation measures, in both Nautilus and squids – two fished populations impacted by
anthropogenic factors. Due to fishing, Nautilus populations have declined as much as 80% in some parts
of their range (Dunstan et al. 2010; Barord et al. 2014). Nautilus have recently been listed under the
protection of CITES (Appendix II, 2017) and the Endangered Species Act (NOAA, 2018), but information
on their reproductive habits could lead to further protections and to methods that may repair diminished
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populations. Oval squid face a shift in shallow-water habitat quality caused by coral reef and seagrass
bed loss. Climate change-induced coral bleaching events have led to a decrease of 61% in species
richness and 85% in coral cover in some locations (Loya et al., 2001; Baker et al., 2008). Seagrass beds
have undergone an estimated 5% annual global loss of coverage (Waycott et al., 2009) and it is thought
that this loss could have a similar reduction in species richness as bleached coral reefs (Nakamura,
2010). By gaining insight into shallow-water habitats conducive to reproductive behavior, we can monitor
anthropogenic impacts on reefs and cephalopod populations to prevent exploitation or collapse,
especially of localized populations.
Fisheries: Pressure from fishing affects coleoids and nautiloids and is a major concern in their
conservation. As a largely mid-trophic level group, Cephalopoda are an important component of oceanic
trophic food webs and act as both a commodity and a support service. This means that cephalopods are
fished directly, as well as act as a food source for large predators which are fished (Hunsicker et al.,
2010). Cephalopods contribute to an average of 15% of total fisheries catch and as much as 55% in
some ecosystems (Hunsicker et al., 2010). The authors also point out the importance of monitoring
ecosystems where cephalopods are used heavily as both a commodity and a food source for predators
such a large fish and marine mammals.
The role of cephalopods as a member of a lower trophic level not only leads to dual uses of the
organism but is an example of the concept of fishing down marine food webs. This concept was defined
by Daniel Pauly et al. in 1998 and demonstrates how fisheries shift their efforts toward lower trophic
levels as large predator fish stocks are depleted. This shifting of fishing focus could lead to ecosystem
imbalances and unsustainable fisheries. Cephalopod fisheries have grown over the last 50 years and
while perhaps growth has leveled off more recently, if catch increases again in the future it could result in
depleted stocks and decreased resilience for predator fish. In many cases, cephalopod price per ton is
greater than that of predator fish (Hunsicker et al., 2010); as a result, there are few deterrents to fishing
down the food web to target squid, cuttlefish, and octopus stocks. As an increasingly targeted mid-trophic
level organism, the potential consequences of this shift in fishing effort is another reason to begin early
monitoring of cephalopod populations and fisheries in the coming years.
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Nautilus Fisheries and Conservation: Commercial cephalopod fisheries only target coleoid groups (squid,
cuttlefish, and octopus); however, the nautiloid group is also targeted by fisheries for their decorative
shells and has shown severe depletion in some locations of its range (DeAngelis, 2012). Chambered
nautilus are important to discuss because they challenge the common assumption that all cephalopods
behave like fish (Packard, 1972; Aronson, 1991; Grasso and Basil, 2009) and should be considered as
such when enacting management. Though they share many characteristics with the coleoids, the Nautilus
has a very different life history from the quick growing and prolific egg producing coleoids. Nautilus live
over 20 years, become mature after 10 years, are iteroparous, but produce few eggs each year (1-8)
which take a year to mature and hatch (Saunders and Landman, 1987). As a result, Nautilus are very
vulnerable to concentrated fishing efforts because they are unable to replace their population numbers at
the same rate that they are being removed from the wild.
Nautilus are fished for their large, colorful shells which are sold to make jewelry, buttons, and
other decorations. Though the fishery is smaller scale, the impact on populations is pronounced. Nautilus
are fished most heavily in the Philippines, where studies suggest that their current population is about
10% that of an unfished population in the Great Barrier Reef (Barord et al., 2014). Further, when
considering historic catch rates, populations in the Philippines have decreased by 80% within the last 30
years (Dunstan et al., 2010). Nautilus has been added to protections by the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) in Appendix II (2017) which should lead to trade limits and
possible reduction in fishing efforts, however further management may be necessary to prevent local or
widespread population loss. Though very different from their coleoid relatives, the Nautilus serve an
important example of a cephalopod group known to be in decline and for which protective measures and
management measures can be taken.
Overall Goals of this Work
The broad goals of the following four chapters are to determine patterns of reproductive behavior
in cephalopods and present the work in a way that may provide an empirical foundation for future focused
cephalopod conservation measures. Chapters 1-3 focus on how Nautilus respond to conspecific scent to
test for behaviors that may help define sociality and shed light on the potential for mate choice. Chapters
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1-2 test how individual nautiluses respond to males and females (All Sex experiments), as well as
individuals within the opposite sex (Opposite Sex experiment). Chapter 3 provides further synthesis and
analysis. Chapter 4 presents experiments testing habitat preference by oval squid while mating. In the
first experiment, frequency of mating behaviors is analyzed in three habitats that differ by height. In the
second experiment three additional habitats are added to also test the effect habitat type (seagrass vs
coral). Overall, my thesis examines the social and mating behaviors in two cephalopod species to
increase our understanding of this fascinating group.
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Chapter 1 : Nautilus response to scent of the same and opposite sex
Abstract
Little is known about reproductive behavior in the solitary, deep-water, olfactory Nautilus
pompilius. I hypothesized that female and male Nautilus use scent to discriminate between the same and
opposite sex. We measured choices of females and males to odor cues from both females and males.
We also measured arousal to these scents, as Nautilus extend their tentacles when excited. Nautiluses
were presented with simultaneous scents to choose from in a maze from two conspecifics in a Y-maze. In
trials where a choice of scent was made, we determined the proportions of type of scent chosen by both
sexes. We also measured tentacle extension response at three points, from downstream to upstream,
along the Y-maze.
Females and males did not differ in their proportions of choices they made in the Y-maze for the
same and opposite sex. Females and males showed different patterns of tentacle extension as they
moved upstream toward the odor source, though not significantly. Results suggest that Nautilus does not
show strong preference for scents of the opposite sex over the same sex. Nautilus may thus mate
opportunistically in the wild, tracking any odor they detect, and perhaps gathering to mate on a central
food source.
Introduction
Cephalopod Social and Mating Behaviors: Cephalopods, with their large brains and complex behaviors,
make ideal study subjects for a broad range of ecological, evolutionary, and behavioral studies (e.g.
Packard, 1972; Mather, 2008b; Grasso and Basil, 2009; Doubleday et al., 2016; Hanlon and Messenger,
2018). They also show a variety of social and mating behaviors, which are the focus of my studies here.
The coleoids (octopus, squid, and cuttlefish) are particularly charismatic, showing highly visual displays
during courtship, mate guarding, and agonistic displays (Hanlon and Messenger, 2018). Specific
examples include mimicry of female patterning by smaller male giant cuttlefish (Sepia apama) to gain
access to females (Hall and Hanlon, 2002), intense zebra display used by common European cuttlefish
(Sepia officinalis) in agonistic encounters between rival males (Boal, 2006), and a darkened lateral edge
pattern coupled with enhanced gonads in male oval squid (Sepioteuthis lessoniana) approaching females
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to mate (Boal and Gonzalez, 1998; Lin at al., 2017). These displays, along with many others, set coleoids
apart as masters of visual communication.
While visually-based cues are often important in cephalopod social and mating behavior, olfactory
cues can also be key in choosing mates. Though we do not know how cephalopods use scent in mating
and reproduction broadly, a few key examples show that olfactory signals can play an important role in
mating and reproduction, meriting further research. For instance female cuttlefish, Sepia officinalis, prefer
to mate with the most recently mated males; an attribute that must be detected by olfaction (Boal, 1997).
Further, S. officinalis of either sex, increases ventilation rates when exposed to the scent of ovary extract
(Boal et al., 2010). After exposure to eggs at a spawning site, male long-finned squid, Loligo pealeii will
compete for access to females, and increase their agonistic behavior (Buresch et al., 2003). In this case,
egg casings were shown to contain a pheromone produced in the female nidamental gland which may
signal the receptivity of the female to mating (King, Adamo, and Hanlon, 2003; Cummins et al., 2011).
Further, there may be an evolutionary basis for the use of olfactory cues in mating and reproduction. In
another mollusk, Aplysia (sea hare), the pheromone attractin is present on egg masses and the presence
of these masses (and attractin) causes individuals to aggregate, reduces the time to mating, and induces
more egg laying (Painter et al., 2003). Pheromones, such as attractin, are produced by cephalopod
mollusks, and could be involved in the initiation of mating, or in guiding mate choice. The work presented
here will attempt to ascertain if Nautilus, a highly olfactory cephalopod, use scent cues in mate choice
(see below). Note that throughout my thesis, I will use ‘Nautilus’ to refer to the genus, in this case Nautilus
pompilius, and ‘nautiluses’ when referring to the individuals included in experiments.
Nautilus Ecology and Life History: Nautilus have relatively long life spans for cephalopods, living to at
least 20 years in the wild (Dunstan et al. 2011b; Landman and Cochran 2010) and maturing at around 1215 years of age (Saunders 1983; Dunstan et al. 2011b). Once mature, female nautiluses lay 10-20 eggs
per year (Okubo et al. 1995; Uchiyama and Tanabe 1996), that they hide within their rocky reef-slope
habitat. These eggs must mature for 11 months without parental care before hatching (Arnold et al.,
1990). This slow maturity and rate of reproduction means that Nautilus pompilius is a K-selected species
and thus are slower to replace their populations in the wild (DeAngelis, 2012). Nautilus are also thought to
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be solitary based on evidence that they have been observed approaching bait one-by-one rather than in
groups (Saunders, 1984).
Nautilus scavenge on reef slopes of the Indo-Pacific, with a range extending to Indonesia in the
west, American Samoa in the east, Palau in the north, and eastern Australia in the south (Saunders and
Landman, 1987). Their preferred habitat on rocky reef slopes ranges from a depth of 150-600m, with the
deeper part of their range limited by shell implosion at 800m and the shallow part of their range limited by
competition and predation with coleoids and teleosts (Saunders, 1984; Chamberlain and Chamberlain,
1988). Further, they avoid pelagic excursions and are limited from range expansion by their inability to
cross the deep underwater trenches of the Indo-Pacific, due to their depth limits (Chamberlain and
Chamberlain, 1988; DeAngelis 2012). Nautilus forage primarily at dawn and dusk and in the wild, spend
daylight hours near 300-400m while scavenging at night around 100-200m (Ward et al., 1984: Saunders
and Landman, 1987; Dunstan et al., 2011a). Our laboratory studies confirm that nautiluses have a dawn
and dusk activity pattern that is consistent with that observed in the wild (Ashfaq et al., in preparation). As
a result, Nautilus spend a significant amount of time in the aphotic zone.
Olfactory Abilities: Nautilus life history as solitary scavengers on deep-reef slopes means that a keen
olfactory sense is essential for survival and reproduction. Using paired rhinophores, one below each eye,
Nautilus can track a turbulent food-odor plume from at least 15m away and may track from greater
distances in the wild, as suggested by underwater camera footage (Basil et al., 2000, 2005; Barord et al.,
2014). Nautilus tentacles also play a role in odor detection, extending them further out of their tentacle
sheaths in response to odor, creating a fan of tentacles known as “cat’s whiskers” (Bidder, 1962; Basil et
al., 2000). The range of this extension can be used as a measure of arousal where greater arousal to
scent manifests as further tentacle extension (Bidder, 1962; Basil et al. 2000; Basil et al., 2005; Crook
and Basil 2008). This is a far-field (not contact) odor-search behavior (Basil et al., 2000; 2005), that is
triggered even when the animal does not retrieve the food item (Barord et al., in prep; Barord, 2015).
Nautilus have been observed approaching a food-odor source in a distinct sinusoidal search pattern,
paired with tentacle extension, which may be a fixed action pattern that allows Nautilus to take advantage
of any scavenging opportunity (Barord et al., in prep; Barord, 2015)
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Nautilus can also detect and track the scent of a conspecific, an ability shared with other
cephalopods (Boal and Marsh, 1998). When conspecific odor is tested against a blank stimulus, the
conspecific odor is preferred. Nautilus females avoid the scent of other females and are attracted to
males, while males show interest in any conspecific odor (Basil et al., 2002). The attractant is likely
produced in the Nautilus rectum as demonstrated in Y-Maze studies with rectal extract alone
(Westermann and Beuerlein, 2005) and may be a pheromone similar to attractin, shown to induce
reproductive behavior in other molluscs like Aplysia (Painter et al., 2003).
Social and Mating Behavior: Overall, very little is known of social and mating behavior in Nautilus. We
have little direct evidence because mating is difficult to observe in the wild and is rare in the laboratory
environment. They are largely solitary but have been shown to gather on food sources, such as bait
(Haven 1977; Dunstan et al., 2010; Barord et al., 2014). It is unknown if they mate at certain times of the
year, form mating aggregations, or mate opportunistically, perhaps while gathered at a central food
source. They mate face-to-face by closely grasping their partner and entwining tentacles. Then the male
passes a spermatophore via a modified tentacle (spadix) where it may be stored by the female before use
(Mikami and Okutani, 1977). Other than their attraction to the odor of conspecifics (Basil et al., 2002;
Westermann and Beuerlein, 2005) it is unknown if they show more complex social behavior or use cues
indicating quality to choose mates.
Conservation: Nautilus are fished for their decorative shells and are caught using baited traps that take
advantage of their strong sense of smell and ability to follow an odor from a distance. Due to overfishing,
Nautilus populations have declined as much as 80% in some parts of their range since fisheries opened
up in the 1970s (Barord et al. 2014, Dunstan et al. 2010). Nautilus have recently been listed under CITES
protection (Appendix II, 2017) as well as the Endangered Species Act (NOAA, 2018), but information on
their reproductive habits could lead to further protections and to methods that may repair diminished
populations. My research contributes specifically to knowledge of how males and females respond to
conspecific scent under laboratory conditions, which could inform on their behavior in the wild.
Understanding the cues that may affect their mating behavior could lead to targeted conservation
measures in the future.
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Goals: My aim for this experiment was to shed light upon the little-known social, and perhaps mating,
habits of Nautilus pompilius. As they are difficult to study in the wild, I ascertained how they respond to
conspecific scent in a laboratory setting. From these studies, we can learn how they may respond to
conspecifics and mates in the wild, which could help us understand their broader reproductive habits. My
overall question here is: How does Nautilus respond to the scent of the same and of the opposite sex
when presented with multiple choices? I hypothesize that female and male Nautilus use scent to
discriminate between the same and opposite sex if they have a choice between the two types. I predicted
that females and males will respond differently toward scents of the same and opposite sex.
Materials and Methods
Housing: Nautiluses used in these experiments were housed in the Aquatic Research and Environmental
Assessment Center (AREAC) at Brooklyn College. The home-tank system consisted of three cylinder
shaped PVC plastic tanks each with a volume of 200 gallons (757 L), with an attached chiller, ultraviolet
sterilization system, protein skimmer, and sump (30 gal, 114 L) (Figure 1.1). Tanks are opaque black and
covered to prevent over-exposure to light and mimic dim conditions in the wild. Small openings cut in the
lids allow dim light to enter, allowing nautiluses to sense the photoperiod. Overhead fluorescent bulbs
provided light and were controlled via a light timer set to 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark, roughly
following a natural day-night cycle. Tanks were replenished weekly with artificial salt water made from
reverse-osmosis purified water with Instant Ocean aquarium salt added and mixed for 24 hours before
use.
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Figure 1.1 Diagram of the housing system for nautiluses with blue arrows denoting water flow and all
other life support equipment components labeled. These include the chiller, pump, ultraviolet filtration
system, and protein skimmers.
Experimental Animals: Nautiluses used in this experiment were collected in Fiji and the Philippines from
the aquarium suppliers Sea Dwelling Creatures, and Long Island Aquatics, respectively. The nautiluses
varied in size as measured from their shell diameter, which ranged from 9.19 to 15.43 centimeters (Table
1.1). Maturity is difficult to ascertain though the majority were likely sub-adult or adult (Stenzal, 1964;
Saunders and Landman, 1987). This experiment was replicated once. In the experiment, six individual
nautiluses were used and in its replication four different animals were used, with one animal (N35) used
both times the experiment was run (Table 1.1). Detailed measurements of each individual’s shell were
taken after death. Each Nautilus had their shell numbered with permanent marker and Velcro was placed
over the number to obscure each individual’s identity during trials. Females and males are not outwardly
sexually dimorphic and their sex was determined prior to experimentation by looking for the spadix, which
is present only in males.
Nautiluses were difficult to obtain in large numbers because of their listing under CITES Appendix
II (2017). Further, we wished to limit the number obtained and used in experiments because of their listing
as threatened under the Endangered Species Act (NOAA, 2018) as well as the ethical considerations of
keeping animals in captivity.
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Individual ID
Number
N21
N35
N42
N22
N31
N5
N52
N50
N51
N54

Sex
F
F
F
M
M
M
F
M
M
M

Diameter of
Shell
11.96 cm
13.21 cm
13.19 cm
14.22 cm
11.53 cm
14.21 cm
11.99 cm
13.22 cm
15.43 cm
9.19 cm

Home Tank

Replicate

1
2
3
1
2
1
3
3
3
3

1
1,2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Table 1.1 Individual nautiluses used in experiments outlined in this chapter. Ten animals total, each with
an ID number, identified sex, shell diameter, initial home tank location, and the replicate in which the
animal participated.
Daily Care: The health of nautiluses was maintained through daily checks of the tank system, individual
health monitoring, and water chemistry. Home tanks were maintained at a salinity of 33-36ppt, a pH
between 7.5 and 8.5, temperature of 16-17oC, Nitrite of 0ppm, Nitrate of 10-50pmm, and ammonia of
0ppm. Individual nautiluses were fed twice a week with either raw Tilapia or shrimp with carapace. Tanks
were siphoned to clean them and remove debris resulting in a 10% water replacement once a week. No
more than four nautiluses were housed in a single tank at a time and during experiments, tank density
typically ranged from 1-3 individuals per tank. Normal care continued throughout all trials, although
animals participating in trials were not fed until after trials were completed for the day. Individuals were
initially housed in the home tanks indicated in Table 1.1 though some may have been moved after
placement due to changes in their health or in system functionality.
Experimental Tank System: The Y-maze system used in these experiments (Figure 1.2, Figure 1.3) was
designed with the same measurements as the system used by Westermann and Beuerlein (2004). The
system had a capacity of 156 gallons (591 L) if filled to the brim, but contained 120 gallons (454 L) during
trials. It had an attached sump filled to 30 gallons (144 L). Water was pumped (Supreme Classic General
Purpose Utility Pump Model 5, 500GPH) into each arm of the Y and flowed down the arms and out the
base of the Y at a rate of 8.33 gallons per minute (31.5 L per minute) which resulted in a lateral
movement of 0.5 meters per minute. Dye tests confirmed that drag at the outlet led to water from each
arm fully mixed upon reaching the start box at the base of the Y before flowing out.
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During experimental trials, scent was injected directly into the water flow from two scent-release
reservoirs at the tops of the arms of the Y (3 gallons each, 11 L) via a pipette bent to match the direction
of flow within the tank, at a rate of 0.067 gallons per minute. Scent was injected upstream, flowed
downstream toward the outflow standpipe, then into a reservoir before being pumped back to the start of
the maze. The scent plume began as a narrow stream as it exited the pipette but expanded as it flowed
down the maze and filled the channel by the time it reached the start box. To remove detritus and any
odor, 10% water changes were conducted after each day of trials. In addition, with each circuit through
the Y-maze, water flowed over 10 charcoal filters each 23x25.5cm in size when returning to the sump.
The tank was surrounded on the top and all sides by a white plastic curtain to block reflections,
point-source light cues, and remove extra-maze cues. It was hung from a frame 150cm above the tank
surface that also supported the over-head camera described below. During acclimation, no experimenters
were present inside the curtain. During trials, to aid in filming (see below) experimenters stood in a
balanced pattern around the tank (e.g., one person on each side) to prevent asymmetry in potential
external visual cues.
Typical Trial: These odor-based experiments required donor nautiluses and recipient nautiluses.
Recipients received the odor collected from donor nautiluses. Before each trial, two select donor
nautiluses were removed from the home-tank system and placed in separate dark 5gal (19 L) aquaria for
four hours, by Experimenter 1. The water from each donor scent collection tank was randomly placed into
one of the two scent-release reservoirs upstream, by Experimenter 2. The donor-scent reservoirs were
randomly placed on either the left or the right arm of the Y-maze by Experimenter 3 (triple blind design).
Recipients were exposed downstream to the odor collected from donor nautiluses that was injected
upstream. Recipients each had their numbering obscured by Velcro placed on their shells before each
trial (Experimenter 1).
Acclimation: A randomly-selected recipient was placed into a 50 x 30 cm start-box at the downstream
base of the Y-maze (Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3) and left to acclimate to the flowing water with no scent in
the system for 10 minutes. At this point, the donor-scent reservoir valves were opened simultaneously for
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five minutes, allowing both injected scents to flow down the maze and wash over the recipient in the start
box for at least two minutes (dye tests demonstrate overlap of odor in start box).
Choice Test: After a full 15 minutes of acclimation (including 5 minutes with odor exposure) the gate to
the start box was raised and the recipient Nautilus was released and given 20 minutes to choose either
the left or right arm of the maze, upstream from where they were placed. If a Nautilus attached to the
inside of the start box, it was gently detached with a net to ensure they remained within the flow of the
odor. The trial ended after 1) the recipient tracked down either arm of the maze and came within one
body length of the odor pipette. Or 2) 20 minutes elapsed, whichever came first.
Video: Each trial was captured with two video cameras. One camera (Brinno TLC 200 Pro) was mounted
150cm above the tank and took time-lapse video at a rate of one frame per second. Overhead video was
used to 1) collect the trial start and end times, 2) record the behaviors of the animals while tracking, and
3) score the final arm choice of the animal, if any. The second camera (Panasonic HC-V720) was handheld at the side of the tank by an experimenter who would follow the Nautilus as it moved to either side of
the maze to capture the response of the tentacles as the animal swam upstream.
All-Sex Study: This study was completed over the course of three weeks from Nov-30-2016 to Dec-22016. Nautiluses (N=6), three previously identified as female (N21, N35, and N42) and three male (N22,
N31, and N5; Table 1.1), were tested with odors of every possible combination of donor/recipient pairing
(Table 1.2 and Table 1.3). As a result, each female and male recipient could be paired with two donors
that were both male, both female, or one of each sex (Recip→Donor1Donor2: F→FF, F→FM, F→MM
and M→FF, M→FM, M→MM, Figure 1.5). There were 60 trials total where most individuals acted as a
recipient 10 times and a donor 20 times; although due to mistaken identity N42 acted as a recipient one
extra time and donor only 16 times while N21 acted as a recipient 9 times and a donor 24 times. Both of
these individuals were female.
With four different nautiluses, we replicated these trials using the same design as above. They
were conducted from Mar-20-2018 to Apr-12-2018. Five total nautiluses (Table 1.1) were used in the
second part of this study: two females (N35 and N52) and three males (N50, N51, and N54) with one
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animal N35 used again. There were 30 trials total again in all possible donor/recipient combinations with
each individual acting as a recipient 6 times and a donor 12 times. A full set of six animals could not be
obtained at the time, so all nautiluses housed at the time (N=5) were used in this study. Data from both
rounds of all-sex trials were combined for analysis. Control trials were conducted with no conspecific
scent present in the maze, and only sea water injected into both arms of the maze. The methods and
results for these trials will be discussed in Chapter 3.

Recipient and Donor Pairings
Participants: Females: N21, N35, N42 Males: N22, N31, N5

Female Recipients
Recipient N21
and Donors

Sexes

Recipient N35
and Donors

Sexes

Recipient N42
and Donors

Sexes

N21→N5 N22
N21→N5 N31
N21→N5 N42
N21→N22 N31
N21→N22 N35
N21→N35 N5
N21→N35 N31
N21→N42 N22
N21→N42 N35

F→MM
F→MM
F→MF
F→MM
F→MF
F→FM
F→FM
F→FM
F→FF

N35→N5 N21
N35→N5 N22
N35→N5 N31
N35→N5 N42
N35→N21 N22
N35→N21 N42
N35→N22 N31
N35→N31 N21
N35→N31 N21
N35→N42 N22

F→MF
F→MM
F→MM
F→MF
F→FM
F→FF
F→MM
F→MF
F→MF
F→FM

N42→N5 N21
N42→N5 N22
N42→N5 N31
N42→N21 N22
N42→N21 N35
N42→N22 N31
N42→N22 N35
N42→N31 N21
N42→N31 N21
N42→N35 N31
N42→N35 N5

F→MF
F→MM
F→MM
F→FM
F→FF
F→MM
F→MF
F→MF
F→MF
F→FM
F→FM

Recipient N5
and Donors

Sexes

Recipient N22
and Donors

Sexes

Recipient N31
and Donors

Sexes

N5→N21 N22
N5→N21 N35
N5→N21 N42
N5→N22 N31
N5→N22 N35
N5→N31 N21
N5→N31 N21
N5→N35 N31
N5→N42 N22
N5→N42 N35

M→FM
M→FF
M→FF
M→MM
M→MF
M→MF
M→MF
M→FM
M→FM
M→FF

N22→N5 N21
N22→N5 N31
N22→N5 N42
N22→N21 N35
N22→N21 N42
N22→N31 N21
N22→N31 N21
N22→N35 N5
N22→N35 N31
N22→N42 N35

M→MF
M→MM
M→MF
M→FF
M→FF
M→MF
M→MF
M→FM
M→FM
M→FF

N31→N5 N21
N31→N5 N22
N31→N5 N42
N31→N21 N22
N31→N21 N35
N31→N21 N42
N31→N22 N35
N31→N35 N5
N31→N42 N22
N31→N42 N35

M→MF
M→MM
M→MF
M→FM
M→FF
M→FF
M→MF
M→FM
M→FM
M→FF

Male Recipients

Table 1.2 Trials from this experiment are organized by female and male recipients. Each recipient is
matched with every pair of donor scents to which they were exposed. Within each recipient trial group the
column on the left shows the IDs of the recipient and two donors while the column on the right shows the
sexes of the individuals in that trial.
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Replicate Recipient and Donor Pairings
Participants: Females: N35, N52 Males: N50, N51, N54

Female Recipients
Recipient N35
and Donors

Sexes

Recipient N52
and Donors

Sexes

N35→N50 N51
N35→N50 N54
N35→N51 N52
N35→N51 N54
N35→N52 N50
N35→N52 N54

F→MM
F→MM
F→MF
F→MM
F→FM
F→FM

N52→N50 N35
N52→N50 N51
N52→N50 N54
N52→N51 N35
N52→N51 N54
N52→N54 N35

F→MF
F→MM
F→MM
F→MF
F→MM
F→MF

Male Recipients
Recipient N50
and Donors

Sexes

Recipient N51
and Donors

Sexes

Recipient N54
and Donors

Sexes

N50→N35 N52
N50→N51 N35
N50→N51 N52
N50→N51 N54
N50→N52 N54
N50→N54 N35

M→FF
M→MF
M→MF
M→MM
M→FM
M→MF

N51→N35 N52
N51→N50 N35
N51→N50 N54
N51→N52 N50
N51→N52 N54
N51→N54 N35

M→FF
M→MF
M→MM
M→FM
M→FM
M→MF

N54→N35 N52
N54→N50 N35
N54→N50 N51
N54→N51 N35
N54→N51 N52
N54→N52 N50

M→FF
M→MF
M→MM
M→MF
M→MF
M→FM

Table 1.3 Trials here are organized the same as Table 1.2. There was one fewer female recipient in this
replicate.
Tentacle Extension Response (TER): The behavior of the tentacles was monitored, video recorded from
the side, and analyzed for every trial. When a Nautilus made a distinct choice of one odor or another (a
Go trial), tentacle extension was measured at three points from downstream to upstream, respectively
Point 1, Point 2, and Point 3) along the maze as they tracked the odor (Figure 1.2), and also during
control trials in which animals moved upstream in the maze with only salt water injected upstream. Point 1
was the beginning of the split in the Y, Point 3 was at the source of the odor (injection pipette), and Point
2 was measured exactly between Points 1 and 3. Tentacle Extension Response (TER) at each point was
ranked from video following Crook and Basil (2008) (Figure 1.4): each rank (from 0 to 3) was defined as
the percentage tentacle extension relative to the individual nautilus’s hood length. A rank of zero was
given when the tentacles were completely retracted, 1 when tentacles measured <33% of hood length, 2
when tentacles were 34% to 66% extended, and 3 when they reached >67% of the hood length.
Overhead camera footage was used to estimate TER when tentacle extension could not be determined
from hand-held side-view video camera footage.
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Figure 1.2 Y-maze experimental arena showing flow from upstream (right) to downstream (left) toward the
recipient in the start box. Scent collected from two different isolated scent donors were injected at the
upstream end of the Y-maze and flowed downstream. Point 1, 2, and 3 denote locations where tentacle
extension ranks were measured. The height of the tank was 37cm, though water filled it to 28cm.

Direction of
Flow

Scent
Release
Reservoirs

Start
Box

Figure 1.3 Image of Y-maze arena taken from over-head camera footage showing the same set-up as
described in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.4 Tentacle Extension Response (TER) from Crook and Basil (2008) showing levels of tentacle
extension and corresponding rank values (0 to 3).
Results
In these experiments (All Sex), male and female scent recipients were presented with the paired
donor scents of all possible combination of sexes (Figure 1.5). Analysis focused on the responses of each
sex to the scent of the same and to the opposite sex (Figure 1.6 B). The aim was to compare male and
female responses to both male and female scent, respectively. Because both sets of trials were
conducted under the same conditions those data were combined for analysis.
It was not possible to determine if trials where a nautiluses remained in the start box and did not
choose an arm, were due to overall motivation or avoidance of a scent. Therefore, only the trials where a
choice was made were analyzed. Henceforth, these are called Go trials. Those where no choice was
made were defined as No Go trials. In the total set of trials (including both replicates), there were 43 Go
trials total and 47 No Go resulting in 47.78% Go trials overall.
All Go Trials
Here I present the pooled results of every Go trial included in the initial All Sex experiment and in
the replicate, where scents of the same and opposite sexes were chosen by recipient nautiluses. Note
every potential combination of females and males as recipient and donor (Figure 1.5) were tested. In the
second analysis (Figure 1.8), I show a subset of the same data presented here.
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Figure 1.5 All possible combinations of scent recipient and paired scent donors for the All Sex
experiment. The two arms of the y-maze are indicated by pairs of arrows.

Female Choice of Scent

A.

1

Proportion of times scent chosen

1
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Male Choice of Scent

B.
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0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

F choose F

F choose M

M choose M

M choose F

Figure 1.6 A and B Proportions of choices made by female recipients and male recipient of the same-sex
and of the opposite-sex donors. These results contain data from all trials (43 total) where a choice was
made (Go trials), regardless of the sex of the donors or the recipient. This choice by recipients is
expressed as the proportion of times a female or male scent was chosen by females or males overall, out
of the total number of Go trials for each recipient sex. In A and B, light blue bars represent proportions of
times female donor scent was chosen; dark blue bars represent proportions of times male donor scent
was chosen. Error bars indicate a 95% confidence interval.
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Female Choice
Female
Female
recipient
recipient
choose female choose male
donor scent
donor scent
Number of
times choice
made
Total Go trials
for each
recipient sex
Proportion
Confidence
interval lower
bound
Confidence
interval upper
bound

8

14

Male Choice
Male recipient
Male recipient
choose male
choose female
donor scent
donor scent

9

22

12

21

0.364

0.636

0.429

0.571

0.162

0.435

0.217

0.360

0.565

0.837

0.640

0.783

Table 1.4 Exact values and proportions of each choice type displayed in the figure above with 95%
confidence interval included.
Though these differences were non-significant, females chose the scent of the opposite sex in
more trials than they chose the same sex, leading to a higher proportion of male scent being chosen than
female scent (Figure 1.6A). Males chose the opposite sex more often than the same sex leading to a
higher proportion of female scent being chosen than male (Figure 1.6B). The trend is that both sexes
choose the opposite sex scent more often given all combination of choices, though the difference is not
significant for either recipient sex (Chi squared test, female choice p=0.201, male choice p=0.513).
Mixed-Sex Trial Subset
To more closely examine Nautilus choice between the same and opposite sex, I performed a
second analysis in which I removed any trials where the scent recipient was choosing between two
scents of the same sex (Figure 1.7). This allowed analysis of trials where males and females were
choosing between the opposite sex and the same sex only e.g. M->MF or F->MF trials (N=54 trials)
(Figure 1.8). There were 26 Go trials and 28 No Go trials resulting in 48.15% Goes.
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Figure 1.7 All possible combinations of scent recipient and paired scent donors. The recipient can be
female or male and donor pairs are every combination of female and male on either the left or the right
arm of the Y-maze.

B.

Female Choice of Scent

A.

1

Proportion of times scent chosen

Proportion of times scent chosen

1

Male Choice of Scent

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

F choose F

F choose M

M choose M

M choose F

Figure 1.8 A and B Proportions of choices made by female recipients and male recipient of the same-sex
and of the opposite-sex donors. These results contain a subset of the data and are calculated from 26 Go
trials. Here again choice patterns are represented as proportion of times each type of scent was chosen
by a recipient nautilus. Error bars indicate a 95% confidence interval.
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Female Choice
Female
Female
recipient
recipient
choose female choose male
donor scent
donor scent
Number of
times choice
made
Total Go trials
for each
recipient sex
Proportion
Confidence
interval lower
bound
Confidence
interval upper
bound

6

6

Male Choice
Male recipient
Male recipient
choose male
choose female
donor scent
donor scent

6

12

8

14

0.500

0.500

0.429

0.571

0.291

0.291

0.169

0.688

0.709

0.709

0.688

0.831

Table 1.5 Exact values and proportions of each choice type displayed in the figure above with 95%
confidence interval included.
Females chose the same and opposite sex scent the same proportion of times (Figure 1.8A).
Though differences are not significant, males again made more opposite sex scent choices than same
sex scent choices (Figure 1.8B) (Chi squared test p=0.593). Females and males choosing the same and
opposite sex roughly the same proportion of times is similar to Figure 1.6 A and B (all trials) above.
Tentacle Extension
We also analyzed how the tentacles responded (TER) during Go trials to determine if there were
any differences between the sexes in level of arousal at different points in the trial. The tentacle extension
data below are taken from the same sub-set of trials as the choice data above (Table 1.5; Figure 1.8 A
and B) which focuses on the response of males and females to paired scents that are mixed sex.
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Female Tentacle Extension -

A.

Male Tentacle Extension -

B.

Choosing Same and Opposite Sex

Choosing Same and Opposite Sex
3

Average Tentacle Extension Rank

Average Tentacle Extension Rank

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 1

Point along Y-maze
F choose F

Point 2

Point 3

Point along Y-maze

F choose M

M choose M

M choose F

Figure 1.9 A. Female and B. male recipient tentacle extension response (TER) while choosing the same
and opposite sex scent. TER is averaged for each recipient sex at each of the three points in the Y-maze.
In both figures light blue lines represent TER of the recipient while female donor scent is being chosen;
dark blue lines represent TER of the recipient while male donor scent is being chosen. Error bars
represent a 95% confidence interval.

F choose F
F choose M
M choose M
M choose F

Point 1
1.667
1.167
1.500
1.500

Mean TER
Point 2
1.833
1.667
1.667
1.875

Confidence Intervals
Point 1
Point 2
Point 3
1.253 2.080
1.231 2.436 1.507 2.160
0.840 1.493
1.013 2.320 1.062 1.938
1.062 1.938
1.013
2.32
0.920 1.747
1.130 1.870
1.630 2.120 1.130 1.870

Point 3
1.833
1.500
1.333
1.500

Table 1.6 Female and male recipient tentacle extension response (TER) averaged for each response;
exact values of the 95% confidence interval.
Females extend their tentacles more in response to the scent of the same sex at each point along the
maze while males extend their tentacles more in response to the scent of the opposite but only at Point 2
and Point 3 in the maze (close to the odor source) (Figure 1.9A and B). Although these differences in
response are not significantly different between female and male recipients (MANOVA p=0.237) or
between female and male donors (MANOVA female choice p=0.829 and male choice p=0.308). Tentacle
extension differs as a function of point along the maze, with a peak at Point 2, though non-significantly
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(MANOVA female choice p=0.394, male choice 0.308). However analysis of TER data from all Y-maze
experimental trials combined (All Sex – this chapter, and Opposite Sex – Chapter 2), demonstrates
significant differences in tentacle extension as a function of point along the maze and the two sexes
approach significant difference in their tentacle extension overall – findings that will be discussed in detail
in Chapter 3.
Discussion
Choice of Scent
Nautiluses do not seem to prefer scents from the opposite sex or from the same sex in these
trials, as measured by the choices they make as they track conspecific odor. Both females and males
show little to no difference in their choices of conspecific scent. Thus my hypothesis – that female and
male Nautilus use scent to discriminate between the same and opposite sex if they have a choice
between the two types – is not supported by the evidence of this experiment. If Nautilus does not prefer
the scent of the opposite sex, this lack of preference raises new questions in terms of their response to
conspecific scent and their potential mating behavior. Perhaps they would show opposite sex preference
under different conditions that could better facilitate mating and mate choice.
This It is possible that Nautilus mating and mate choice is opportunistic and only occurs when
multiple individuals are gathered together – perhaps on a central food source. Nautilus are known to
gather, and even mate, on central food sources in the wild, tracking scent with their characteristic “cats
whiskers” behavior (Bidder, 1962; Basil et al., 2000; Barord et al., 2014; Barord 2015; Barord et al.,
2019). Further, they may have the ability to detect conspecifics from possibly very large distances and
may choose to follow that scent. It is known that they track food odor from up to 15M away and possibly
further (Basil et al., 2002; Barord et al., in prep.), so it is possible that they can detect conspecific odor
from this distance but will require further testing. It may be that following any conspecific scent may lead
a solitary Nautilus to a food resource and to other nautiluses which may be potential mates. In this
setting, it is possible that individuals could choose mates based on scent cues from all potential mates in
the group. In a group in close proximity, scent choice may reflect actual mate choice.
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It is possible that Nautilus lack preference for the scent of the opposite sex because they do not
show mate choice. This lack of preference is supported by the behavior and life history of Nautilus as a
solitary scavenger. The patterns of scent choice in my experiments provide insight into how Nautilus may
respond to conspecific odor cues in the wild. Nautilus live in a challenging deep-sea environment where
resources are scarce and may not appear with any regularity. Nautilus are typically solitary (Saunders,
1984). Nautilus may have no reason to discriminate between the sexes as they track conspecific scent,
simply because tracking a conspecific at all may be important to this solitary animal. We have witnessed
rare mating events in tanks in our laboratory, although none of the eggs produced were fertile (Basil,
personal observation). However, Nautilus males have been seen grasping any conspecific in attempted
mating when first placed together in tanks (Arnold, 1987; Barord, pers. obs.).
Nautilus preference for conspecific scent was previously tested in a Y-maze. In a study done by
Basil et al. (2002), scents were not paired and individuals were always given the choice of a ‘blank’
seawater stimulus. In that study male recipients did not differ in their choices of same or opposite sex,
which is also supported by my findings. However females preferred the opposite sex, even choosing the
arm with only a sea water stimulus over the scent of other females (Basil et al., 2002). This could be due
to the fundamental differences in testing one scent versus two simultaneously. Further testing may be
required to determine detailed patterns of choice in a Y-maze, or more naturalistic experiments that mimic
potential mating conditions of Nautilus in the wild.
Overall, Nautilus respond to conspecific scent in about 50% of the trials (47.78% in all trials and
48.15% in the subset), which is consistent with the findings of Basil et al. 2002. When compared with
control trials in which only sea water was injected into the Y-maze, nautiluses tended to respond less
often, than when odor was injected into the Y-maze (discussed in more detail in Chapter 3). It is unknown
why response rate to conspecific scent is at 50%. It is possible that conspecific cues, especially only of
one or two conspecifics, is not a strong enough stimulus to illicit a higher response rate. Perhaps more
individuals or a food scent would lead to more responses. For instance, nautiluses responded to food
odor in 100% of trials in Basil et al., 2000 and Westermann and Beurerlein, 2005. Further, it is difficult to
determine if a non-response is a lack of detection, or simply a lack of motivation.
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Tentacle Extension
Tentacle extension (TER) as nautiluses tracked conspecific scent, paralleled the patterns in Go
trials in that there were no changes in behavior in response to scents of the opposite sex or between
recipient sexes. Both in choice and in extension of tentacles, females and males have similar responses
to the scents of the same and opposite sex – neither sex displays a strong choice preference or tentacle
response to the scent of the opposite sex. Further, there are no significant differences in tentacle
extension as a function of point along the maze which may seem to suggest that Nautilus are not
changing their TER as they move toward the odor source; however analysis of additional experiments
and trials does show a change in TER and will be presented in Chapters 2 and 3. Overall, choices made
by Nautilus were reflected in their stereotyped tentacle behavior as a lack of distinction between the scent
of the same and opposite sex.
Future laboratory studies will explore how Nautilus interact in the presence of a central food
source with a focus on increased social interactions and possible mating. It is possible that Nautilus are
not motivated to choose a certain conspecific scent without the presence of a larger group of potential
mates and/or the presence of a food scent cue to initiate mating behaviors. Under these conditions, mate
choice based on scent may occur. Further, Nautilus tentacle extension and tracking of scent cues should
be further explored by comparing types of scent (e.g. conspecific, food, predator) and comparing
concentration of scent, to fully characterize the robust tentacle extension response for use as a detailed
measure of arousal in different conditions.
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Chapter 2 : Choice of opposite-sex scent and preference for individual scent
Abstract
Nautilus rely heavily on olfactory cues in their environment and will track conspecific odor in a Ymaze. Here I hypothesize that female and male Nautilus use scent to discriminate among potential
mates. As in Chapter 1, we measured choices made by females and males to odor cues in a Y-maze,
and also measured arousal to these scents via their tentacle extension. Here, nautiluses were presented
simultaneously with scents from two conspecifics of the opposite sex. In trials where a choice of scent
was made, we calculated the proportions of each type of scent chosen by both sexes. We also
determined tentacle extension response at three points from downstream to upstream along the Y-maze.
When females chose among the scents of individual males, they chose one specific male more often than
chance and showed a change in tentacle extension in response to the same male. When scent donors
were arranged by size, it did not appear that larger individuals were chosen more often than smaller
individuals. Further, overall tentacle extension changed as nautiluses tracked upstream toward scents of
the opposite sex. Nautilus detect scent of the opposite sex, though detection may not mean immediate
choice of the opposite sex. Further, they did not show preference overall toward individuals within the
opposite sex.
Introduction
This experiment, called Opposite Sex, is similar to the All Sex experiment presented in Chapter 1
and draws on the same background material presented there. However, here I am interested in Nautilus
scent-based choice of specific individuals within the opposite sex. My central question is: will Nautilus
show preference toward the scent of any individuals of the opposite sex? I hypothesize that female and
male Nautilus use scent to discriminate among potential individual mates. I predict that females and
males will respond differently to individual scents of the opposite sex in their patterns of both choice and
tentacle extension.
Materials and Methods
The Opposite Sex experiment used the same housing and care for experimental animals as in
the All Sex experiments. Y-maze and camera set up was identical as well (see Chapter 1). I repeat key
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components of the methods here for clarity and will lay out the differences in methods between this
experiment and the All Sex experiment (Chapter 1).
Experimental animals: Here we used all nine experimental animals that we had at the time of the
experiment. There were three females and six males, details of which can be found in Table 2.1. After
completion of a full set of Opposite Sex trials using those nine individuals, data were pooled with trials
within the All Sex study in which the donors were both members of the opposite sex. The sample size and
subsequent pooling of data was determined by the lower availability of nautiluses due to their listing under
CITES and ESA (Appendix II, 2017; NOAA, 2018).
Individual ID
Number
N21
N35
N42
N52
N53
N5
N22
N30
N31
N50
N51
N54

Sex
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

Diameter of
Shell
11.96cm
13.21cm
13.19cm
11.99cm
13.03cm
14.21cm
14.22cm
9.26cm
11.53cm
13.22cm
15.43cm
9.19cm

Home Tank

Experiment

1
2
3
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
3

AS
OS, AS
AS
OS, AS
OS
AS
OS, AS
OS, died
OS
OS, AS
OS, AS
OS, AS

Number of
times chosen
1
4
2
3
2
1
8
2
7
5
3
2

Table 2.1 Individual nautiluses used in experiments outlined in this chapter. There are 12 animals total,
each with an ID number, identified sex, shell diameter, initial home tank location, experiment in which the
individual participated (AS= All Sex and OS= Opposite Sex), and the number of times each of the
nautiluses’ scent was chosen by any member of the opposite sex. Individuals were initially housed in the
home tanks indicated here some may have been moved after placement due to changes in their health or
in system functionality.
Typical Trial: There were donor nautiluses and recipient nautiluses. Recipients received the odor
collected from donor nautiluses. Before each trial, two randomly selected donor nautiluses were removed
from the home-tank system and placed in separate dark 5gal (19 L) aquaria for four hours. The water
from each donor-scent collection tank was randomly placed into one of the two scent-release reservoirs
(As in Chapter 1 and Basil, 2002). The donor-scent reservoirs were randomly placed on either the left or
the right arm of the Y-maze. Recipients each had their numbering obscured by Velcro™ which was
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placed on their shells before each trial. No one experimenter knew all the details of donor identity, side,
and recipient.
Acclimation: A randomly-selected recipient was then placed into the downstream start-box of 50x30cm at
the base of the Y-maze. There, the recipient was left to acclimate to the flowing water with no scent in the
system for 10 minutes. Then the donor-scent reservoir valves were opened simultaneously for five
minutes, allowing both injected scents to flow down the maze and wash over the recipient in the start box
for at least two minutes (dye tests demonstrated overlap of odor in start box).
Choice Test: After a full 15 minutes of acclimation, the gate to the start box was raised and the recipient
Nautilus was released and given 20 minutes to choose either the left or right arm of the maze. If a
Nautilus attached to the inside of the start box, it was gently detached with a net to ensure they remained
within the flow of the odor. The trial ended after 1) the recipient tracked down either arm of the maze and
came within one body length of the odor pipette. Or 2) 20 minutes elapsed, whichever came first.
Opposite- Sex Study: In this study, donor and recipient nautiluses were paired only with scents of the
opposite sex. This study was completed over the course of four weeks from Nov-7-2017 to Dec-7-2017.
Nautiluses (N=9) included three females (N35, N52, and N53) and six males (N22, N30, N31, N50, N51,
and N54; Table 2.1); which were all of the animals available in our laboratory at the time of the
experiment. Each recipient was paired with every possible individual combination of two donors both of
the opposite sex (F→MM or M→FF; Figure 2.1). Nautilus N30 was tested as a recipient two times and a
donor nine times, but died part way through this experiment. N30 was randomly replaced by another
randomly-selected male from above for five remaining trials where it would have acted as a donor or
recipient. All analyses use Go trials only, as in All-Sex experiments.
Because both studies were conducted under the same conditions, data for the Opposite Sex trials
also include any trials from All Sex where the recipient was paired with two donor odors, both of the
opposite sex (identical conditions). Using all combined data, this experiment consisted of 60 trials (28 Go,
32 No Go) plus 27 trials added from the previous experiment (12 Go, 15 No Go) and analysis below will
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focus on the 40 total combined Go trials. With the added trials and with replacement of N30 after its
death, a select few trials were repeated in order to err on the use of all available data.
Tentacle Extension Response (TER): In this experiment the behavior of the tentacles was monitored,
video recorded, and analyzed for every trial from the side hand-held camera. When a Nautilus made a
distinct choice of one odor or another, tentacle extension was measured at three points (Point 1, Point 2,
and Point 3) from downstream to upstream along the maze as they tracked the odor. Tentacle Extension
Response (TER) at each point was ranked from video following Crook and Basil (2008). Each rank (from
0 to 3) was defined as the percentage tentacle extension relative to the individual nautilus’s hood length.

Figure 2.1 Recipient and donor pairing types for this experiment. Each recipient was always receiving the
scent from donors, both of the opposite sex, within the y-maze.
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All Recipient and Donor Pairings for Opposite Sex Trials
Female Recipients
Male Recipients
N21 and Donors

Sexes

N52 and Donors

Sexes

N5 and Donors

Sexes

N21→N5 N31

F→MM

N52→N22 N50

F→MM

N5→N42 N21

M→FF

N21→N22 N5

F→MM

N52→N22 N51

F→MM

N5→N35 N21

M→FF

N21→N22 N31

F→MM

N52→N22 N54

F→MM

N5→N42 N35

M→FF

N35 and Donors

Sexes

N52→N30 N50

F→MM

N22 and Donors

Sexes

N35→N22 N50

F→MM

N52→N31 N22

F→MM

N22→N21 N35

M→FF

N35→N22 N51

F→MM

N52→N31 N30

F→MM

N22→N21 N42

M→FF

N35→N22 N54

F→MM

N52→N31 N51

F→MM

N22→N35 N52

M→FF

N35→N30 N50

F→MM

N52→N50 N31

F→MM

N22→N42 N35

M→FF

N35→N31 N22

F→MM

N52→N50 N51

F→MM

N22→N52 N53

M→FF

N35→N31 N22

F→MM

N52→N50 N54

F→MM

N22→N53 N35

M→FF

N35→N31 N30

F→MM

N52→N50 N54

F→MM

N30 and Donors

Sexes

N35→N31 N51

F→MM

N52→N51 N31

F→MM

N30→N35 N52

M→FF

N35→N5 N22

F→MM

N52→N51 N50

F→MM

N30→N53 N35

M→FF

N35→N5 N31

F→MM

N52→N51 N54

F→MM

N31 and Donors

Sexes

N35→N50 N31

F→MM

N52→N54 N22

F→MM

N31→N21 N35

M→FF

N35→N50 N54

F→MM

N52→N54 N30

F→MM

N31→N35 N42

M→FF

N35→N50 N54

F→MM

N52→N54 N31

F→MM

N31→N35 N52

M→FF

N35→N51 N31

F→MM

N53 and Donors

Sexes

N31→N42 N21

M→FF

N35→N51 N50

F→MM

N53→N22 N50

F→MM

N31→N52 N53

M→FF

N35→N51 N54

F→MM

N53→N22 N51

F→MM

N31→N53 N35

M→FF

N35→N54 N22

F→MM

N53→N22 N54

F→MM

N50 and Donors

Sexes

N35→N54 N30

F→MM

N53→N30 N50

F→MM

N50→N35 N52

M→FF

N35→N54 N31

F→MM

N53→N31 N22

F→MM

N50→N35 N52

M→FF

N42 and Donors

Sexes

N53→N31 N30

F→MM

N50→N52 N53

M→FF

N42→N22 N5

F→MM

N53→N31 N51

F→MM

N50→N52 N53

M→FF

N42→N22 N31

F→MM

N53→N50 N31

F→MM

N50→N53 N35

M→FF

N42→N31 N5

F→MM

N53→N50 N54

F→MM

N51 and Donors

Sexes

N53→N51 N31

F→MM

N51→N35 N52

M→FF

N53→N51 N50

F→MM

N51→N35 N52

M→FF

N53→N54 N22

F→MM

N51→N52 N53

M→FF

N53→N54 N30

F→MM

N51→N53 N35

M→FF

N53→N54 N31

F→MM

N54 and Donors

Sexes

N54→N35 N52

M→FF

N54→N35 N52

M→FF

N54→N52 N53

M→FF

N54→N53 N35

M→FF

Table 2.2 All trials completed for this experiment including trials added from past experiments (Opposite
Sex plus All Sex data). Trials here are organized by recipient ID.
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Results
Choice of Individuals
My central question of this experiment was: will Nautilus show preference toward the scent of any
particular individuals of the opposite sex? I tested for preference for any individual donor scent based on
how often each donor nautilus’ scent was chosen by all recipients of the opposite sex. The data here are
organized by scent donor and show the proportion of times that each individual donor was chosen by all
recipients of the opposite sex. The results are divided by overall female choice of scent from any
individual male donor (Figure 2.2A), and overall male choice of scent from any individual female donor
(Figure 2.2B).

Female Choice of Individual
Male Scents

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

B. Male Choice of Individual

Female Scents
Proportion of times scent chosen

Proportion of times scent chosen

A.

*

N5

N22

N30

N31

N50

N51

N54

Male Donors

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
N21

N35

N42

N52

N53

Female Donors

Figure 2.2 A and B Proportions of female-recipient and male-recipient scent choice of individual opposite
sex donors. This set of results uses data from opposite sex trials where a choice was made (Go trials).
This choice by recipients is expressed as the proportion of times a female or male individual scent was
chosen by females or males overall, out of the total number of Go trials for each individual donor. Error
bars show a 95% confidence interval. The data point marked by an asterisk is significantly different from
chance (Binomial test, see table below). Along the x-axes, donors are arranged by their identification
number. These values are displayed in Table 2.3 below.
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Male
donors

N5
N22
N30
N31
N50
N51
N54
Female
donors

N21
N35
N42
N52
N53

Number of
times
donor
chosen
1
8
2
7
5
3
2
Number of
times
donor
chosen
1
4
2
3
2

Female Choice
Total Go
Proportion
trials as
of times
donor
scent
chosen
6
0.200
10
0.800
6
0.333
13
0.538
9
0.556
6
0.500
7
0.286
Male Choice
Total Go
Proportion
trials as
of times
donor
scent
chosen
3
0.333
8
0.500
3
0.667
4
0.750
6
0.333

Binomial
test from
chance
p=0.156
p=0.043*
p=0.234
p=0.209
p=0.246
p=0.313
p=0.164
Binomial
test from
chance
p=0.375
p=0.273
p=0.375
p=0.250
p=0.234

Confidence
Interval

-0.151
0.552
-0.044
0.267
0.231
0.100
-0.049

0.551
1.048
0.711
0.809
0.880
0.900
0.620

Confidence
Interval

-0.200
0.154
0.133
0.326
-0.044

0.867
0.846
1.200
1.174
0.711

Table 2.3 Female and male scent choice of the opposite sex as measured by the proportion of times that
type of scent was chosen out of the total number of Go trials. Included here are also binomial tests for
each donor to determine if the proportion of times they were chosen differed from chance. Values marked
with a star are significant. Lower and upper bounds of confidence intervals are also included.
Female choice of individual male scents showed primarily non-significant variation in response to
different individuals, with some males being chosen more often (e.g., N22) and some less often (e.g.,
N5). Male N22 was chosen significantly more often than chance (Binomial test, p=0.043) and was the
only male chosen significantly more than chance (50%). There is also non-significant variation in male
choice of individual female scents.
To compare female and male recipient responses to individual scents, I analyzed the overall
variation in proportion of times individuals were chosen. Female choice ranges from 0.2 to 0.8 in
proportion of times they chose N5 and N22, respectively. Male choice ranges from 0.333 to 0.6667 in
proportion of times they chose N21 and N53, respectively. I compared each proportion’s deviation from
chance and made all differences into positive values, took the mean of female choice and the mean of
male choice, and compared the two. However there was no significant difference in variation between
female and male response (T-test p=0.482).
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Size and Recipient Choice
By measuring how often individuals are chosen, I was able to closely examine possible
characteristics that may have led to individual scents being chosen more often. Here I reorganized and
analyzed the above response data to test preference for two characteristics: size and time-until-death.
Shell diameter can be used as a proxy for overall size, and time-until-death may be considered as a
measure of health.

Female Choice Small to Large Donors

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
N54

N30

N31

N50

N5

Male Choice Small to Large Donors

B.

N22

N51

Male Donors (Small to Large)

Proportion of times scent chosen

Proportion of times scent chosen

A.

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
N21

N52

N53

N42

N35

Female Donors (Small to Large)

Figure 2.3 A and B These represent the same data as Figure 2.2 A and B, Table 2.3 above, with the xaxis individual donor nautiluses rearranged from smallest to largest shell diameter within each recipient
sex. See Table 2.1 for specific shell diameters.
As male donors increase in size, there is an overall trend that larger individual males were
chosen more often by female recipients, although this relationship is not significant (ANOVA for linear
regression p=0.364). However when N5 was removed as a potential outlier, being the individual in
captivity the longest, the resulting regression analysis approaches significance (p=0.089). As female
donors increase in size, there again is an overall trend that they were chosen more often by male
recipients, but again here the trend is not significant and there are no particular outliers that may be
removed (ANOVA for linear regression p=0.934).
I also analyzed time-to-death data which may serve as a proxy for an individual’s health. At the
time of analysis, 1-2 years after the experiments, all individual nautiluses used in this experiment were
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deceased, allowing for calculation of the number of weeks from the time of the experiment until each
animal died. The same data as above were arranged from highest to lowest time-to-death with the
assumption that healthier animals further from death may be chosen more. However, there was no trend
within these data and no significant results.
Tentacle Extension
As in the previous chapter, tentacle extension response (TER) was recorded as each individual
approached its scent of choice. Individual trials were then averaged for each point along the maze.
Tentacle extension offers a second measure of response to conspecific scent and the data below mirror
the choice data from above in organization. Figure 2.4 A shows female TER in response to individual
male donor scents as the females move upstream. Figure 2.4B shows male TER in response to individual
female donor scents as the males move upstream. Again here only Go trials are analyzed, and two trials
were removed where TER could not be determined for all three points.
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A. Female Tentacle Extension in

Male Tentacle Extension in
Response to Female
Scent Donors

B.

Response to Male
Scent Donors
3

Average Tentacle Extension Rank

Average Tentacle Extension Rank

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Point 1

Point 2

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Point 3

Point 1

Point Along Y-maze
N5

N22

N30

N50

N51

N54

Point 2

Point 3

Point Along Y-maze
N31

N21

N35

N42

N52

N53

Figure 2.4 A and B Here female and male response to the opposite sex odor is split into TER for each
individual donor. TER is averaged for each point along the maze but the average is taken for each
measure of tentacle extension for every individual donor.
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Female and Male TER in response to scent from opposite sex donors

Male
donors
N5
N22
N30
N31
N50
N51
N54
Female
donors
N21
N35
N42
N52
N53

Average TER
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3

Point 1

Confidence Intervals
Point 2
Point 3

ANOVA

1
1.143
2.5
1.667
1.6
2
2
Point 1

2
1.714
2
1.667
1.8
2
2
Point 2

2
1.857
2
1.833
1.8
2
2
Point 3

N/A
0.863 1.423
1.520 2.123
1.253 2.080
1.120 2.080
2
2
2
2
Point 1

N/A
1.434 1.994
1.020 2.980
1.253 2.080
1.320 2.280
2
2
2
2
Point 2

N/A
1.577 2.137
1.020 2.980
1.420 2.247
1.320 2.280
2
2
2
2
Point 3

N/A
p=0.052*
p=0.465
p=0.861
p=0.848
p=1
N/A
ANOVA

1
1.75
1
1.667
1.5

2
2.25
1
2
2

2
1.75
1
2
2

N/A
1.097 2.403
1
1
1.013 2.320
0.520 2.480

N/A
1.597 2.903
1
1
1.347 2.653
1.020 2.980

N/A
1.097 2.403
1
1
1.347 2.653
1.020 2.980

N/A
p=0.634
N/A
p=0.422
p=0.464

Table 2.4 This table includes data from Figure 2.4 as well as the results of ANOVA tests run on each
individual donor. The ANOVA result marked with an asterisk is near significant, those marked with ‘N/A’
could not be calculated due to small sample size.
There is variation in female recipient tentacle extension in response to individual male scents as
well as in response to the three points along the maze (Figure 2.4A). Variation in TER for females is
higher at Point 1 downstream and converges at Point 3, proximate to the odor source. However these
patterns are not significant, tentacle extension along the three points does not vary significantly
(MANOVA p=0.345) and there is no significant difference between the individual male donors (MANOVA
p=0.702).
There is variation in male response to female scents with a general trend of increasing TER
between Points 1 and 2 with less change between Points 2 and 3 (Figure 2.4B). However again here this
is no significance in change in TER along the three points (MANOVA p=0.113) or between the female
individual donors (MANOVA p=0.583). When considering every choice of donor scent (Figure 2.4 A and
B), responses to individual donors do vary, for example TER in response to N30 decreased as females
tracked N30’s scent upstream. There were no significant differences in the data as a function of individual
donor (MANOVA p=0.738).
Female tentacle extension when detecting the scent of N22 differs marginally significantly as a
function of point along the maze. Females changed their tentacle extension as they tracked the scent of
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N22 upstream toward the source. N22 is the only donor where near-significant TER is shown by
recipients (ANOVA p=0.052). This matches choice data from Figure 2.2 where N22 was the only
individual chosen significantly more often than chance.
To compare overall female choice of individual male donors to overall male choice of individual female
donors, I combined the data from Figure 2.4 A and B into Figure 2.5 below. It contains the same data as
above but is organized by overall choice of the opposite sex rather than choice of individuals within the
opposite sex. This allows a comparison of the responses of females and males to scents of the opposite
sex.

Tentacle Extension Opposite Sex

Average Tentacle Extension Rank

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point Along Maze
F choose M

M choose F

Figure 2.5 Average TER for female and male choice of opposite sex scents at three points along the ymaze. As above, TER was measured at each point and averaged for each sex at each point. Error bars
show a 95% confidence interval.
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F choose M
M choose F

Point 1
1.630
1.500

Mean TER
Point 2
1.808
1.917

Point 3
1.846
1.75

Confidence Intervals
Point 1
Point 2
Point 3
1.417
1.843 1.619
1.997 1.637
2.055
1.119
1.881 1.538
2.285 1.494
2.006

Table 2.5 Values for each averaged TER from Figure 2.5 as well as the values for the confidence
intervals.
Both females and males change their tentacle extension as they move upstream toward the
opposite sex donor scent. Female TER increases steadily from Point 1 to 3 while male TER peaks at
Point 2 with the biggest change between Points 1 and 2. Overall TER changes significantly as a function
of point along the maze (MANOVA, p=0.024), though the difference between the two sexes in their
response is not significant (MANOVA, p=0.267). These patterns of tentacle behavior will be explored
further in the next chapter.
Discussion
Choice of Opposite Sex Scents
When choosing scents of the opposite sex, there are no strong patterns of choice for specific
individuals or patterns of choice between recipient sexes. Females chose the scent of N22 more often
than chance; however, males did not choose any female scent more or less often than chance and both
sexes showed a similar range in their proportion of choices of the opposite sex. Though females did
choose one individual more often, this is not be enough to show an overall pattern. More individuals
would be needed to determine if females prefer certain male scents and if there is a basis for their choice.
When reorganizing choice data based on factors like size and time until death, it is still unclear if
the tested factors affect scent-based choice. There was a trend that increased size led to a higher
proportion of times each donor was chosen by a recipient, however it was only near-significant for female
choice when an outlier was removed. Size may not be a factor under consideration when Nautilus choose
scent and may not affect potential mate choice in the wild. This is of interest because larger nautiluses
may be more mature, healthier, or even produce a more concentrated scent – yet none of these factors
as conveyed by scent are preferred. Other factors that could lead to scent-based choice should be tested
in the future. For example Boal and Marsh (1998) found that cuttlefish preferred the scent of a mate that
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had mated more recently. We were only able to test one other factor, time-until-death, which did show
any distinct pattern.
Tentacle Extension in Response to the Opposite Sex
Female and male tentacle extension in response to individual donors (Figure 2.4) show some
variation, though in both recipient sexes there is no significant difference in TER as recipients move
upstream (From Point 1 to 3) or as a function of donor identity. However when testing response to each
individual donor separately, there was a near-significant change in tentacle extension in females choosing
N22. Overall for female and male recipients, individual donor scents as a whole may not lead to changes
in tentacle behavior but in female recipients the scent of some unique individuals may lead to changes in
tentacle response.
When comparing the responses of female and male recipients to the scent of the opposite sex as
a whole, there is a significant difference in TER as recipients move upstream Figure 2.5. Overall,
recipients are changing the degree of tentacle extension as they move upstream toward the odor source,
indicating that arousal also changes with distance from conspecific odor. The overall pattern of response
will be discussed in further detail in the next chapter.
Female tentacle extension increased along the length of the maze while male extension peaks at
Point 2 and then relaxes at the odor source (Point 3). Though this pattern between males and females
varies, there is no significant difference between the two recipient sexes. More characterization of
tentacle behavior is needed to determine why females and males are showing the specific responses
seen in Figure 2.10; it is possible that different information is gathered at different points as nautiluses
track scent and move toward it. It is possible that TER could be a pre-cursor to choice and indicate
choices that nautiluses may make when presented with multiple potential mates.
Overall Conclusions
Nautilus shows no strong preferences for certain individuals within the opposite sex based on
choice of scent or on tentacle response to scent. However there are specific findings within the above
data that are of interest. In choice and tentacle responses, females responded toward to male N22. It is
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unclear why this individual would be preferred; N22 is one of the largest individuals but size does not
appear to lead to attraction. Perhaps there is some other information about his quality that is contained
within his odor which is attractive to female nautiluses, such as a potential pheromone that could be in the
attractive rectal secretions (Westermann and Beuerlein, 2005). Of note here is the fact that females tend
to show specific responses that were context dependent while males were more general in their behavior
across context. While more investigation is needed, this could provide evidence for females as the
choosy sex that would initiate mate choice in a mating scenario. This topic will be discussed further in
Chapter 3.
The lack of strong preference for certain individuals, combined with findings from the All Sex
experiment (Chapter 1) indicate that there is no strong preference for the opposite sex, and support
previous studies and observations of Nautilus as a solitary cephalopod. Their life history of scavenging
and slow reproduction requires them to expend energy only when absolutely necessary. The smell of two
conspecifics is detectable, as shown by their tentacle response, but may not be a strong enough cue to
initiate following for the purpose of seeking out a potential mate. They do follow conspecific scent but
perhaps only to find a larger group or to find a food source, as described in discussion in Chapter 1.
Further studies of interactions in groups or on a food source could tease these patterns apart more clearly
and perhaps provide evidence for mate choice. It is also unclear what information conspecific scents
could carry (e.g., Painter et al., 2003). Further studies could determine the ability of Nautilus to detect
conspecific factors within scent, and more finely examine tentacle extension patterns associated with
conspecifics. These studies could be especially telling when there are larger numbers aggregated at a
feeding site with odor as a stronger discrimination cue at close range.
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Chapter 3 : Nautilus response to conspecific scent, final analyses and synthesis
Abstract
Chapter 1 (All Sex) and Chapter 2 (Opposite Sex) both showed that Nautilus do not show an
overall preference for scent of the opposite sex, though they exhibit arousal in response to scents of the
opposite sex, and females may prefer individual male scents. In this chapter I expand my interpretation of
these experiments in a combined analysis. Here I again examine tentacle extension response at three
points along the Y-maze, as a function of the proportion of times that each individual, as well as all
nautiluses, responded to any scent. When revisiting tentacle response to the same and opposite sex
using all combined trials, extension changed as nautiluses tracked toward the scent of the opposite sex,
and females and males differed from each other in their arousal. When combining tentacle extension
response, overall arousal to conspecific scent differs significantly with approach to the odor source and
differs between females and males. Patterns of arousal differ significantly when conspecific scent is not
present. Overall Nautilus respond more often to scents of conspecifics than to blank seawater and
individuals vary in the proportion of Go trials they completed with greater variation in females. When
making a choice, Nautilus also respond in the first five minutes of the trial significantly more often than
later in the trial. Scent is a robust cue for Nautilus as seen in both arousal and overall response. These
analyses shed light on the enigmatic behavior of Nautilus in response to conspecific scent, but also open
many new avenues of inquiry.
Introduction
Analyses conducted here used data from the All Sex experiments (Chapter 1) and Opposite Sex
experiments (Chapter 2) that draw from the same detailed background information presented in Chapter
1. Here I did not conduct any new experiments and do not present new unique hypotheses. The overall
aim here is to synthesize Chapters 1 and 2 and present results that pertains to scent across all
experimental conditions. These analyses are broken down as follows: 1.) Determine overall patterns of
tentacle extension, 2.) Analyze patterns of response in all choice-based experiments, and 3.) Provide an
overall synthesis and discussion of scent choice in Nautilus.
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Materials and Methods
The same housing design (Figure 1.1) was used in these experiments. Animal care was identical
to that cited in chapters 1 and 2. The Y-maze, including the camera arrangement was also the same (see
Figure 1.2) as in Chapters 1 and 2. Again, a typical trial had the same procedures for both All Sex and
Opposite Sex where we placed a recipient downstream from the scent of two donors and allowed the
recipient to choose between scents. Donor scents were collected from isolated individuals and randomly
placed into reservoirs upstream before being injected through pipettes into the Y-maze flow. After the
recipient was released, a choice occurred when the Nautilus reached a distance of less than one body
length from the odor pipette. If it did not reach the pipette, the trial was terminated after 20 minutes.
In the All-Sex experiments, donors and recipients were placed in every potential combination of
sexes (Recipient→Donor1Donor2: F→FF, F→FM, F→MM and M→FF, M→FM, M→MM). This allowed me
to test response of nautiluses to scents of the same and of the opposite sex. However, in the OppositeSex experiment, recipients were always paired with two donor scents of the opposite sex (F→MM or
M→FF). This procedure allowed me to test the responses of nautiluses to individuals of the opposite sex.
Control Trials: Control trials were conducted in the same Y-maze under identical conditions as above. In
control trials there were no donors isolated and no donor scent was used. Recipient nautiluses were
placed in the start box, downstream of the odor source, and exposed only to turbulent seawater released
from the pipettes attached to reservoirs containing seawater, but no conspecific scent. This procedure
controlled for the influence of hydrodynamic cues. Before each major experiment (All Sex and Opposite
Sex), each group of participating nautiluses was tested without scent (Control) just before scent trials
began. All other timing, placement of recipients, and procedures were the same as in experimental trials.
After all experimental trials were completed (spring 2018), a larger set of control trials were
conducted where each participant completed six trials for a total of 30 trials (Table 3.1). This larger set of
control trials used the same participants from the recently completed second set of All Sex trials. There
was not a set of control trials performed prior to All Sex Part 2 because of the larger set of control trials I
planned to conduct afterward. The table below lists the animals that participated in each set of
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experimental trials, the number of corresponding control trials associated with each experiment, and the
follow-up control trials.
Experiment
All Sex Part 1
All Sex Part 2
Opposite Sex
Follow-up Controls

Female
Participants
N21, N35, N42
N35, N52
N35, N52, N53
N35, N52

Male
Participants
N5, N22, N31
N50, N51, N54
N22, N30, N31, N50, N51, N54
N50, N51, N54

Number of Control
Trials
6
0
9
30 (6 per individual)

Table 3.1 Individual nautiluses used in All Sex and Opposite Sex experiments and the completed number
of control trials for each experimental type. Follow-up Controls were not conducted as part of a larger
experiment (e.g. All Sex or Opposite Sex) but were independent.
Tentacle extension was also recorded during control trials where no conspecific scent was
present. Though the animals were not making a choice based on scent, some still entered and completed
the maze and those trials were counted as choice trials (Go). As in experimental trials, Tentacle
Extension Response (TER) at each point was ranked from recorded video following Crook and Basil
(2008): each rank (from 0 to 3) was defined as the percentage tentacle extension relative to the individual
nautilus’s hood length. A rank of zero was given when the tentacles were completely retracted, 1 when
tentacles measured <33% of hood length, 2 when tentacles were 34% to 66% extended, and 3 when they
reached >67% of the hood length.
Results
Tentacle Extension
Tentacle extension behavior is a highly useful secondary measure of response by nautiluses to
conspecific scent. I examined the patterns of tentacle extension in each of the two major experiments;
however, those analyses mirrored the presented data and did not include all potential tentacle extension
data for every Go trial. Here I disregard pairing type (e.g. M→FF) or experimental condition (All Sex or
Opposite Sex) and only consider the choice of scent actively being made as the recipient Nautilus
completes the maze in any condition.

Same Sex and Opposite Sex: First I reanalyzed the Tentacle Extension Response (TER) data by female
and male choice of the same sex and of opposite sex scents. I combined all instances of choice of the
same sex (F→F; M→M) and of the opposite sex (F→M; M→F) from both experiments.
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Tentacle Extension Same Sex Choice

Tentacle Extension Opposite Sex Choice

B.

3

3

2.5

2.5

Average Tentacle Extension Rank

Average Tentacle Extension Rank

A.

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 1

Point along Y-maze
Female choose Female

Point 2

Point 3

Point along Y-maze

Male choose Male

Female choose Male

Male choose Female

Figure 3.1 A. Same Sex Tentacle Response: Female and male TER while choosing scent of the same
sex. Analysis included a total of 19 trials, 10 female choice and 9 male choice. TER is averaged for
female and male recipients at each point along the maze as they move upstream and closer to the odor
source of choice. B. Opposite-Sex Tentacle Response: Female and male TER while choosing scent of
the opposite sex. Analysis included a total of 52 trials, 32 female choice and 20 male choice. TER is
averaged for female and male recipients at each point along the maze as they move upstream and closer
to the odor source of choice. All error bars above represent a 95% confidence interval.

F choose F
M choose M
F choose M
M choose F

Point 1
1.600
1.556
1.625
1.550

Mean TER
Point 2
1.800
1.889
1.750
1.900

Confidence Intervals
Point 1
Point 2
Point 3
1.280 1.920
1.408 2.192 1.539 2.061
1.211 1.900
1.378 2.400 1.100 1.789
1.433 1.817
1.574 1.926 1.590 1.973
1.374 1.726
1.724 2.076 1.474 1.826

Point 3
1.800
1.444
1.781
1.650

Table 3.2 Mean TER values and confidence interval data for each pairing of recipient and donor type
above. The first two rows correspond to Figure 3.1 A while the second two correspond to Figure 3.1 B.
When females and males choose scent of the same sex (Figure 3.1 A), both sexes increased the
extension of their tentacles the most from point 1 to 2 and show a similar pattern of change in extension.
Tentacle behavior diverges the most at point 3, closest to the odor source. Proximate to the odor of
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choice, females show higher extension than males. However there is no significant difference in TER as a
function of point along the maze (MANOVA p=0.467) or between the recipient sexes (MANOVA p=0.331)
when choosing scents of the same sex.
Recipient nautiluses choosing scents of the opposite sex again show the greatest increase in
tentacle extension as they move from Point 1 to 2. However, females increase their extension at each
point as they move upstream while males decrease their extension at Point 3, the chosen odor source.
Overall nautiluses change their TER significantly as a function of point in the maze as they choose scents
of the opposite sex and move upstream toward that scent (MANOVA p=0.006). Female and male TER
patterns approach a significant difference here with males showing a clear peak in extension at Point 2
(MANOVA p=0.086). When analyzing all data presented above as a whole, there is no significant
difference between tentacle extension in choosing scents of the same sex compared to scents of the
opposite sex (MANOVA p=0.688).
Overall TER: I also analyzed all experimental Go trials together (same and opposite sex) to look for
differences between females and males as well as overall patterns of tentacle behavior in the Y-maze as
each recipient sex approached their odor of choice (same or opposite sex).
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Tentacle Extension
All Go Trials

Average Tentacle Extension Rank

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point along Y-maze
Female choice

Male choice

Figure 3.2 Female and male TER while making any choice (same or opposite sex) in all Go trials (71
total). TER is averaged for female and male recipients at each point along the maze as they move
upstream and closer to the odor source of choice. Data from Figure 3.1 A and B are combined. Error bars
represent a 95% confidence interval.

Females
Males

Point 1
1.619
1.552

Mean TER
Point 2
1.762
1.897

Confidence Intervals
Point 1
Point 2
Point 3
1.456 1.782
1.601 1.923 1.629 1.943
1.343 1.760
1.672 2.121 1.404 1.769

Point 3
1.786
1.586

Table 3.3 Mean TER values and confidence interval data for each pairing of recipient and donor type
above (Figure 3.2).
Across all Go trials, the overall pattern of tentacle extension is very similar to TER when
nautiluses were choosing scents of the opposite sex above (Figure 3.1, B). Again, there is a larger degree
of extension between Point 1 and Point 2 as the recipient nautiluses approach the odor source. Overall
tentacle extension is significantly different as a function of point along the maze (MANOVA p= 0.007).
Further, female TER increases at each point while male TER peaks at Point 2 with the difference
between the two sexes approaching significance (MANOVA p=0.067).
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Control Trials: Control trials were identical to experimental trials except that the seawater injected into the
Y-maze contained no donor scent. Yet, some individuals still completed a Go trial where they reached a
distance of less than one body length from the injection pipette. We analyzed tentacle extension data
from these control Go trials (12 total) in the analysis below, after removing the initial set of controls (All
Sex) where sex was not recorded (4 trials removed).

Tentacle Extension
Control Trials

Average Tentacle Extention Rank

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point along Y-maze

Females

Males

Figure 3.3 Tentacle extension rank, averaged at each point along the maze from 12 total trials (4 trials for
females and 8 for males). Point 1 is downstream; point 3 is upstream at pipette. Error bars represent a
95% confidence interval.

Females
Males

Point 1
2.000
2.125

Mean TER
Point 2
1.250
1.500

Confidence Intervals
Point 1
Point 2
Point 3
1.200 2.800
0.760 1.740 1.200 2.800
1.547 2.703
1.130 1.870 1.476 2.524

Point 3
2.000
2.000

Table 3.4 Mean tentacle extension ranks for females and males while navigating the maze and
corresponding confidence intervals for each point.
For both females and males, tentacles at Point 1 (downstream) are more extended, retract at
Point 2, and then extend again at Point 3 to similar levels as Point 1. Males show a higher level of
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extension than females at Points 1 and 2 but the two sexes converge at Point 3 near the source of the
injected seawater. Comparing females and males, there is no significant difference between their overall
tentacle behavior (MANOVA p=0.848) but there is an overall significant difference in TER as function of
point along maze (p=0.015).
Importantly, when comparing tentacle extension in all experimental trials to that in control trials,
the pattern of tentacle extension is very different with a decrease at Point 2. Overall, tentacles behave
differently when responding to scent than to sea water alone (MANOVA p<0.001).
Go or No Go: Patterns
Much of the previous data analyzes only the Go trials when nautiluses tracked up the length of
the maze to make a choice based on scent. However, there are also patterns in the likelihood of making
any choice. Here I analyze 1.) Whether individual animals were Go or No Go (response rate), and 2.)
Speed of their response in a trial, for both experimental and control trials.
Control Trials: As discussed above, in control trials seawater without donor scent was injected into the Ymaze. Overall, there were 45 control trials conducted (Table 3.1) and 16 of those were Go trials.
Combining the All Sex and Opposite Sex trials, there were 153 experimental trials conducted, 73 of which
were Go trials. This gives a 35.5% response rate for control trials and a 47.7% response rate for
experimental trials, which approaches a significant difference (Z-test, one tailed, p=0.075).

Go
Rate

Experimental Trials

Confidence Interval

Control Trials

Confidence Interval

47.712%

39.798%, 55.627%

35.556%

21.569%, 49.542%

Response by Individual Nautiluses: Response rate can also measure individual differences among
participant nautiluses. For each individual used in any experiment, I calculated the number of Go trials
where the individual made a choice of scent. I divided that by the number of times each individual acted
as recipient. I compared each individual’s Go rate to the overall Go rate from all experiments (47%).
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Proportion of times choice made

Individual Response Rate
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

*
*

*

*

*
N21 N35 N42 N52 N53

N5

N22 N30 N31 N50 N51 N54

Female Recipients

Male Recipients

Figure 3.4 Response rate is measured here as the proportion of times each individual responded (Go) for
all trials where they were a recipient. Female recipients are on the left, males on the right; within each
group recipients are arranged by their ID number. Asterisks (*) indicate individuals that responded
significantly more or less than the overall response rate of 47%. Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval.

Female Recipients

Number of
Trials as
Recipient

Proportion of
times choice
made

N21
N35
N42
N52
N53

9
30
11
21
14

1.000
0.533
0.364
0.095
0.786

1.000
0.355
0.079
-0.030
0.571

1.000
0.712
0.648
0.221
1.001

p=0.001*
p=0.114
p=0.189
p=0.000*
p=0.030*

N5
N22
N30
N31
N50
N51
N54

10
13
2
13
10
9
9

0.800
0.462
1.000
0.231
0.300
0.111
0.667

0.552
0.191
1.000
0.002
0.016
-0.094
0.359

1.048
0.733
1.000
0.460
0.584
0.316
0.975

p=0.030*
p=0.217
p=0.221
p=0.052
p=0.146
p=0.026*
p=0.135

Confidence Interval

Binomial test
results

Male Recipients

Table 3.5 Proportion of times recipients made a choice (Go) is recorded above with confidence intervals.
The results of binomial tests show which individuals made a choice more or less often than the overall
response rate (47%); again asterisks (*) indicate significant values.
Five individual recipients responded differently than the response (Go) rate of 47% for all
experimental trials. Overall, individuals differed significantly from their expected number of responses (Chi
squared test p=0.012). Some individual nautiluses respond much more often (e.g., N21) and some less
often (e.g., N52). Three female recipients and two males respond significantly more or less often (Table
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3.5, marked with asterisk). Within female recipients, there was significant variation from expected
response rate (Chi squared test p=0.004). However, within male recipients there was less variation and
no significant difference in response rate (Chi squared test p=0.178).
Speed of Response: Elapsed trial time was calculated for each individual across all experimental and
control Go trials from start time (gate raised) to end time (reaches <1 body length of odor pipette). This
procedure allowed for another potential measure of overall motivation. Trial time was binned into four
categories of five-minute intervals each, to fit the allotted 20 minute trial time.

Proportion of trials within time bin

Time to completion for all Go trials
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Experimental Trials
Control Trials

0 to 5

5 to 10

10 to 15

15 to 20

Elapsed trial time (minutes)
Figure 3.5 Each category is presented as a proportion of trials that fall within that time bin. There were 73
total experimental trials and 16 control trials. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
Trial time bins
0 to 5 min
5 to 10 min
10 to 15 min
15 to 20 min

Experimental Trials
Proportion
Confidence
of trials
Interval
0.877
0.801
0.952
0.055
0.003
0.107
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.068
0.012
0.126

Control Trials
Proportion
Confidence
of trials
Interval
0.813
0.621
1.004
0.125
-0.037
0.287
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.063
-0.056
0.181

Table 3.6 Proportions of experimental and control trials that fall within each five-minute time bin as well as
exact values of the 95% confidence intervals.
The majority of trials are completed in under five minutes with 64 of the 73 experimental trials (or
87.7%) and 13 of the 16 (81.3%) experimental trials falling within this category. There are a few
responses in the 5 to 10 and 15 to 20 range but no responses between 10 and 15 minutes in
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experimental or control trials. There is a significant difference in number of responses per category in
both trial types (Chi squared test p<0.001). When the average time to completion is split up by female and
male recipients or by experimental and control trials, there are no significant differences (T-test p=0.615
and p=0.505 respectively).
Discussion
Tentacle Extension
My experiments on Nautilus are the first use of tentacle extension response (TER) as a measure
of arousal to conspecific scent. Other experiments have utilized TER as a measure of arousal and fixed
action pattern in response to food scent (Basil et al., 2000; Basil et al., 2002) However, further
characterization of tentacle behavior is necessary to determine 1.) If patterns of extension change in
response to other types of scent and 2.) If this may be useful as a robust behavioral measure in all
Nautilus studies.
Patterns of tentacle extension differed significantly as male and female recipients moved toward
the donor odor source in the maze, but only in response to scents from the opposite sex (Figure 3.1 and
Figure 3.2). Similarly, female and male recipients differ from one another in their topography of response
nearly significantly when tracking toward scents from the opposite sex. In contrast, tentacle responses to
same sex scents are non-significantly different along the length of the maze, or between recipient sexes.
This contrasts with results from the All Sex experiment (Chapter 1) where nautiluses did not choose
opposite sex scents more often than same sex. Findings here suggest that while Nautilus detects the
scent of the opposite sex, as expressed by tentacle arousal, it may not be making an overt choice under
these conditions.
The overall pattern of tentacle response to any conspecific scent (Figure 3.2) becomes more
resolved when all TER data are combined. Nautilus change their tentacle extension as they approach the
conspecific odor source, though it is not a simple steady increase in extension and differs nearly
significantly between females and males. While female recipients do increase their TER at each point,
there is a larger difference between Point 1 and Point 2. Male recipients also show a greater increase
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between the two initial points but then exhibit a decrease at the third point in the maze, closest to the odor
source. It appears that for both recipient sexes, TER increases most when they enter the arm of the maze
containing the scent of choice but then remains constant or lessens proximate to the odor injection site.
This could indicate that arousal peaks when recipients begin to receive a more direct dose of donor scent
but that when no new information is gained as they continue toward the source, arousal does not
increase further (e.g., there is no Nautilus at the end of the scent trail).
Interestingly, individuals responded to seawater only, when injected into the maze. However, the
pattern of their tentacle extension in these cases was significantly different from trials that also injected
odor. Seawater only trials show almost an inverse pattern to those with donor odor–especially among
male recipients (Figure 3.3). Without further study, it is difficult to say why this particular pattern of TER
was exhibited when no conspecific scent was present in the maze. One hypothesis is that they could be
tracking hydrodynamic cues alone. However, it is clear that conspecific odor changes the pattern of
tentacle extension, and the behavior of the nautiluses.
Of importance is that these experiments measured near-field odor tracking (as opposed to farfield tracking e.g., Basil et al., 2000). In the laboratory and in the wild nautiluses have been observed
tracking scent from much greater distances (Basil et al., 2000; Barord et al., in prep.) than here. It would
be prudent to measure the response of tentacles to conspecific scent at more points in a longer maze.
Overall, further characterization of TER would be highly beneficial in identifying patterns of Nautilus
response to changes in their olfactory environment.
Patterns of Choice Response
The differences in proportion of Go trials between experimental and control trials indicate that
Nautilus are more attracted to the scent of conspecific scent than to blank seawater, a preference
indicated by tracking the turbulent scent in the Y-maze. Some individuals responded during control trials
and this may indicate that Nautilus respond to hydrodynamic cues alone without scent. Though
experimental conditions were not identical, Westermann and Beurerlein (2005) found that some groups of
nautiluses responded (Go) in 25-30% of their control trials, while Basil et al., (2002) found this pattern in
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females. All three experiments utilized a similar Y-maze design, though the turbulence of the flow in the
mazes may have led to different odor distribution patterns with possible effects on stimulus salience.
However, it is also possible that there are natural differences amongst nautiluses in their individual activity
patterns and time to acclimation. This difference could have resulted in some nautiluses showing higher
activity levels while most others have acclimated and settled.
The short latency to complete trials indicates that, when motivated, Nautilus are likely to respond
quickly. When response times from all trials were sorted into bins of 5-minute intervals, the majority fell
within 0-5 minutes, with only a few trials taking longer from start to finish. This pattern was largely the
same between experimental and control trials, which suggests that the time to respond may not be
affected by an odor cue. However, the decision to respond at all may be driven by odor cues as Nautilus
are more likely to respond to an odor cue than blank seawater. Nautilus that are more active may move
down the maze quickly just as a result of their higher activity. In future experiments, time to respond may
not be as useful an indicator of preference as ultimate choice.
Overall Go rate, or the proportion of times that nautiluses as a whole tracked down the maze and
chose a scent, was near 47% across all experimental conditions. Even when split into major trial types
(All Sex and Opposite Sex), this rate remained close to 50%. However, the response of individual
nautiluses differed, with some responding more often to odor and some less often. Further, male and
females overall differed in whether they responded to the odor or not. Female choices were significantly
variable while male choices were not. Individuals may differ in overall motivation. Importantly, females
varied their responses more when detecting the scent of conspecifics. If individual females are much
more likely to respond to conspecifics and some are less likely, it may indicate ‘choosiness’ in females
that is not seen in males. Individual males, however, are equally likely to track toward any conspecific
scent and may not show preference for certain conspecifics or mates.
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Overall Conclusions from Chapters 1, 2, and 3
1.) Choosing (and tracking) any conspecific scent may be advantageous in the wild.
Nautilus do not show preference for the scent of the opposite sex over the same sex (Chapter 1)
but are attracted, and respond, to conspecific scent overall (Chapter 1; Basil, 2002; Westermann and
Beuerlein, 2005). These results suggests that following any conspecific scent may be advantageous and
supports what is known about Nautilus ecology, life history, and use of olfactory cues. Nautilus live in a
challenging deep-sea environment, are heavily olfactory, largely solitary, and rely on a K-selected
reproductive life history. Nautilus have been observed gathering and mating on central food sources
(Barord et al., 2014; Barord et al., 2019) and they may follow conspecific scent to these sites for the
opportunity to mate and feed. This “wait to mate” strategy would prevent energy expenditure from tracking
only one to two potential mates and may provide an opportunity to then choose a mate using scent as an
indicator of quality. Solitary lifestyle means they may not always seek out conspecifics, or that patterns of
conspecific scent choice may be unexpected.
2.) Detection of conspecific scent (indicated by TER) may not mean attraction to that type of scent
(indicated by choice).
Nautilus do not show a preference for the opposite sex in their choice of scent. However, Nautilus
do show a difference in tentacle extension, and therefore arousal, when detecting the scent of the
opposite sex. This result indicates that while Nautilus detects differences in conspecific scent, this
detection may not always be reflected in their choice behavior. The exception here is a matched response
in both female choice and tentacle extension to male N22. Perhaps arousal to the scent of particular
individuals will elicit following behavior in females. However, overall detection of scent and subsequent
tentacle extension response may not always reflect scent choice or ultimate mate choice. My experiments
presenting nautiluses with two scents do not account for the full complexity of mate choice in the wild but
provide insights into their response to conspecific scent. This is the first use of tentacle extension to
measure arousal to conspecific scent.
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3.) In broad measures, females and males behave relatively similarly in their response toward
conspecific scent. Only in specific instances did the sexes differ and it was often in ways that
were more relevant for females. This leads to the hypothesis that the Nautilus mating system may
be female-driven.
During All Sex and Opposite Sex experiments, female and male Nautilus did not differ in choice
of the same or opposite sex, in preference of specific members of the opposite sex, or in tentacle
extension. In many circumstances, females and males are responding to the chemical cues in much the
same way. There was one individual that females preferred by both choice and arousal, Go rates differed
more in females, and in certain cases females showed a different pattern of tentacle extension to males.
These findings may indicate that there is a higher variability in female behavior in response to conspecific
scent and a more heightened response especially on the individual level. In the wild, these characteristics
could lead to female choice of potential male mates.
4.) Nautilus response to conspecific scent supports the idea that they exhibit social behavior.
If using the most basic definition of social behavior, which is the seeking out of conspecifics,
Nautilus here are showing social behavior in response to conspecific scent by responding to that scent in
a maze. Nautiluses track toward conspecific scent more often than blank seawater (Chapter 1; Basil et
al., 2002), females and males show different patterns of tentacle extension (Chapter 3), and recipients
overall change their tentacle behavior when detecting the same sex to the opposite sex (Chapter 3). In
previous studies, both sexes have been shown to steadily increase their tentacle extension as they move
toward a food source (Basil et al., 2000). Here, females show a similar pattern; however, males show
greatest extension at the mid-point while approaching conspecific scent, and a relaxing of their tentacles
closest to the source (Chapters 1-3). This difference in responses between conspecific odor and food
odor indicate social recognition and social behavior. For the primarily solitary Nautilus, detection and
seeking in itself may be relevant shift from their daily behavior. In the dim, deep ocean there may be no
benefit to the costs associated with maintaining a permanent social group. Especially considering the
presence of the shell acting as protective armor. Only when greater resources are needed, such as a
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better food source or a mate, is it advantageous to become more social and seek out conspecifics.
However, future studies are needed to determine the details and robustness of this sociality.
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Chapter 4 : Oval squid (Sepioteuthis lessoniana) mating behavior frequency is
affected by habitat type
Abstract

Little is known about the preferred mating and spawning habitat of the commonly fished oval
squid (Sepioteuthis lessoniana), though they have been observed spawning in seagrass beds. This
project was designed to identify environmental factors that influence S. lessoniana reproductive behavior.
Such identification can be a useful contribution to targeted conservation measures. In two experiments,
oval squid were housed in a tank divided into 1) seagrass habitats (bare, short, and long) and also 2)
seagrass and coral habitats (bare 1, short seagrass, tall seagrass, bare 2, short coral, tall coral). The first
Seagrass Only experiment measured the frequency of two mating behaviors, flip and paired swimming,
as well as general location of squid in bare, short seagrass, and tall seagrass habitats. The second
Seagrass and Coral experiment measured the same three behaviors in each of the six habitat types
mentioned above. I hypothesized that certain components of shallow-water habitat are preferred by oval
squid as mating locations. Squid showed some differences in mating frequency by habitat type in both
experiments. In the Seagrass Only experiment, the highest proportion of each behavior occurred in the
bare habitat. In the second experiment, Seagrass and Coral, short habitats of seagrass and/or coral,
showed a higher frequency of each behavior. Squid performing the flip and paired-swimming behaviors
showed very similar patterns in habitat choice; however, habitat choice was different in terms of where
squid were generally located.
Introduction
Populations of animals are directly impacted by changes in environmental conditions that support
reproduction. Changes in behavior that affect the number of viable offspring may have a significant effect
on population size, depending on the animal’s life history (Gotelli, 2008). I observed the reproductive
behavior of wild and laboratory populations of oval squid under varying environmental conditions, in order
to determine the components of their habitat critical to maintaining those behaviors. By gaining insight
into the characteristics of shallow water habitats that are conducive to reproductive behavior, we can
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monitor anthropogenic impacts on reefs and populations of oval squid to prevent exploitation and/or
collapse of their populations.
Anthropogenic Impacts on Habitat: Okinawa Prefecture in Japan comprises hundreds of islands
surrounded by miles of coral reef. This location is home to nearly 1.5 million people, uniquely positioning
this area as a prime location to study human impacts on the environment, specifically the effect of river
runoff entering marine environments. On the main island of Okinawa there is a direct link between
increasing urbanization and higher suspended particulate matter and biological oxygen demand (more
organic compounds) in runoff. Further, there are differences in the makeup of coral communities that vary
with distance from the mouth of the Hija River: there are larger brain corals close to the mouth of the river
and more branching corals further away (West and Van Woesik, 2001).
Human activity on the global level has affected coral ecosystems in Okinawa Island. In 1998 an
El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and resulting high sea-surface temperatures caused a worldwide
coral bleaching event (Baker et al. 2008). At a site near Okinawa Island, bleaching led to a decrease of
61% in species richness and 85% in coral cover with certain coral shapes (branched corals) affected in
greater numbers (Loya et al. 2001). Further, continued global climate change and increasing sea-surface
temperatures are likely to lead to a higher rate of bleaching events in the future (Baker et al., 2008).
Presumably the ENSO event of 2015 had a similarly deleterious effects on Okinawan reefs.
Similarly, seagrass beds globally and in Okinawa Prefecture have been negatively impacted by
human activity. Increasing coastal population, climate change, and extreme weather events (Nakamura,
2010) have led to an estimated 5% annual global loss of seagrass coverage (Waycott et al., 2009).
Though it is unclear how this loss could affect species diversity and abundance, it is thought that it could
have an impact similar to coral losses (Nakamura, 2010). In a study within Okinawa Prefecture, the loss
of a seagrass bed after a typhoon led to an 85% decrease in fish density (Nakamura, 2010). This loss
would likely impact local populations of shallow-water cephalopods that hunt and breed in the area.
Seagrass losses may also affect species density and diversity in other habitats because seagrass beds
act as a nursery habitat for fish and invertebrates (Nakamura, 2009). It is clear that human-induced
changes have severe effects on local ecosystems in this area and will continue to do so.
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Oval Squid and Cephalopod Fisheries: In Japan, oval squid are a common and economically important
species (Jereb and Roper, 2010). Directed fishing efforts and overexploitation may act as an additional
anthropogenic factor affecting oval squid populations directly, rather than the indirect anthropogenic
impacts on ecosystems described above. Globally, cephalopod fisheries catch has increased worldwide
in recent years (Rodhouse, 2005); however, populations of cephalopods have also increased worldwide
(Doubleday et al. 2016). The future stability of global cephalopod populations is unclear but localized
research can ensure that populations are maintained to allow continuation of the fisheries that target oval
squid, and maintain healthy populations of squids in general.

Oval Squid Behavior: Cephalopods, particularly coleoids, are an ideal group for the study of habitat
impact on reproduction because of their complex mating behaviors that can be easily quantified (e.g.
Hanlon et al. 2005, Boal and Gonzalez 1998, Mather 1978). Oval squid (Sepioteuthis lessoniana) are a
shallow-water species widespread throughout the Indo-Pacific region. They occupy reef habitats around
Okinawa Prefecture where schools of adults of varying size have been observed (Sugimoto et al. 2013)
and their eggs have been found attached to coral and to seaweed. Behavior of the oval squid has been
well studied and they display several robust mating behaviors, some of which I will utilize in this study
(Boal and Gonzalez, 1998; Adamo and Weichelt, 1999; Ikeda et al., 2009).

As described by Boal and Gonzalez (1998), oval squid exhibit a sequence of behaviors leading
up to a mating event. These include: premating, flip, attempt, and contact (spermatophore transferred).
Analysis in this experiment focused first on the flip behavior, which is easily recognized and often leads to
contact. The flip behavior begins when an actor (typically male) swims over the recipient (typically
female). The actor then rotates, flipping upside-down, and reaches an arm down toward the recipient,
attempting to pass a spermatophore (Boal and Gonzalez, 1998). Pre-mating was present but it was
difficult to discern the initiation of the behavior. Instead, we used paired swimming as a robust and
quantifiable behavior that occurred before the flip. In a paired swimming event the actor approaches and
begins to swim over the recipient, following very closely, and often flips at the end.
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We used a few indications to mark the start and end of a paired swimming event. Paired
swimming began with a color change by a single actor (typically male) from a neutral pattern with no
darkened chromatophores, to a pattern where chromatophores were darkened around the fin edge and
tentacles. These chromatophore changes are likely the “dark fin margin” and “dark third arms” patterns
described by Lin et al. (2017). This darkened edge patterning was shown by the actor at the same time
that the actor would move to swim directly over the recipient, initiating paired swimming. Paired swimming
would end after a flip, when the pair drifted apart for longer than 30 seconds and the actor returned to
normal coloring, or when the actor occasionally changed partners.

There have been no known studies on the preferred reproductive habitat of oval squid. In addition
there are few studies of anthropogenic impacts on oval-squid habitat that may affect reproductive
behavior and, ultimately, population success. Though spawning and egg deposition were not witnessed in
these experiments, preference for mating habitat may give insight to preferred egg-laying substrate, as S.
lessoniana has been observed mating and laying eggs in bouts of reproductive behavior in shallow water
near Taiwan (Lin et al., 2017). I hypothesized that certain components of shallow-water habitat were
preferred as mating locations. Specifically, I predicted that squid would show more instances of mating
behavior in areas of taller seagrass and taller coral that are suitable for egg laying.
Materials and methods
Experimental Animals: Two wild-caught groups of Sepioteuthis lessoniana were used in these
experiments. A group of nine squid (Table 4.1) was used in the Seagrass Only experiment, and a group
of 12 squid (Table 4.2) was used in the Seagrass and Coral experiment, which are outlined below. Only
one squid (Squid #1, Table 4.1) was used in both experiments. Individual IDs were not tracked throughout
the course of both experiments, as individuals were not relevant to the central questions. Some individual
squid died during the course of the experiments. The second group of squid (Table 4.2) was used in
continuing experiments by laboratory members after my departure from Japan and I could not confirm the
sex of all individuals due to decay or cannibalism. The data presented for Group 2 is suspected sex
based on behavior and patterning. Tissue sequencing is in progress to confirm sex for the second group
and for immature individuals where sex organs were not yet developed.
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Squid ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sex
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
I
I

Group 1
Mantle Length
104.1mm
107.0m
110.4mm
114.7mm
110.4mm
115.5mm
120.6mm
76.4mm
??

Weight
67.50g
74.12g
76.78g
91.86g
73.69g
73.32g
94.22g
27.88g
??

Table 4.1 Experimental squid and their characteristics. F=female, M=male and I=immature. Squid number
9 was cannibalized and body measurements could not be determined.

Squid ID
10
1
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Group 2
Suspected Mantle Length
Sex
F
90.9mm
F
104.1mm
F
116.0mm
M
96.0mm
M
96.7mm
M
111.2mm
M
146.0mm
M
??
M
??
M
??
I
90.0mm
I
87.3mm

Weight
46.82g
67.50g
99.40g
48.00g
58.50g
81.05g
151.70g
??
??
??
42.20g
45.36g

Table 4.2 Second group of experimental squid and their characteristics. Individuals marked with ‘??’ were
cannibalized and body measurements could not be taken.
The use of wild-caught S. lessoniana was a new method of obtaining experimental subjects for
this laboratory as other experiments utilized lab-reared squid. All experimental animals were wild-caught
by pole and line squid jigging in Naha Harbor, Okinawa. The first group was caught on July 28 th, 2017 and
the second on August 15th, 2017. Once caught, groups of three to four squid were kept in cooled buckets
of seawater for transportation to the University of the Ryukyus where they were acclimated over the
course of 15 minutes to the experimental tank (Figure 4.1) where they were also housed. No
experimental observations were conducted on the day of transport to allow for at least 12 hours of
acclimation, though squid were mating within one half-hour of introduction to the tank.
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Daily Care: All squid were housed in the experimental tank (Figure 4.1). The tank water was maintained
to ensure the health of experimental animals: salinity at 33ppm, pH at 7.5, temperature at 23-26oC. All
individuals were fed twice daily, once after the morning experimental trial, and once after the afternoon
experimental trial. Larger individuals were hand fed with dead anchovies, and smaller individuals were fed
with live guppies. Tanks were cleaned after each feeding and 10% water replacement was conducted
about once per week.
Experimental Arena: The circular experimental arena was built within a larger square fiberglass tank that
had a total volume of 423 gallons (1600L) but was filled to 370 gallons (1400L). The internal arena or pen
which held the squid had a volume of 159 gallons (600L) but was filled to 142 gallons (540L). The circular
pen was constructed of a PVC frame, clear plastic walls, and a mesh bottom, and served to separate
squid from tank equipment which might have affected their behavior. Artificial sea water was continuously
filtered through sand and coral rubble filters and cleaned with a protein skimmer. During trials, video was
taken from a camera mounted above the tank (Sony HDR-P J800) and the view of the arena is shown in
Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.1 Experimental tank diagram showing the outer tank, inner pen containing the squid, protein
skimmer, and sand filters.
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Skimmer

Outer Tank

A.

Filters ↓
Skimmer

Outer Tank

B.

Filters ↓
Figure 4.2 Reversed view from the overhead camera showing the outer tank and inner pen. Here the
protein skimmer is at the top right and the filters are out of frame at the bottom of the image. Tank and
habitat diagrams below will show this view. A.) Arrangement of habitats for Seagrass Only experiment
pre-rotation and B.) Arrangement of habitats for Seagrass and Coral experiment pre-rotation.
Seagrass Only Experiment: In the first of experiment, the circular arena was divided into three equally
sized habitats. There was the “bare” habitat which was covered with coral rubble only, the “short
seagrass” habitat which contained seagrass ranging from 4cm to 13cm, and “tall seagrass” which
contained seagrass ranging from 14cm to 23cm. Seagrass was collected in the wild from beds near
Kaichu-doro causeway in the same proportion of species as found in that location. Strands were rinsed to
prevent tank contamination and then planted in coral rubble in shallow planters. Eight trials were
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conducted with this experimental set-up and the habitats were rotated 120o after the first four trials to
control for location bias (Figure 4.3 A and B).
Seagrass and Coral Experiment: In the second experiment, the circular arena was divided into six equally
sized habitats. Here there were two bare habitats (B1 and B2) which were identical and again covered
only with coral rubble. The two seagrass habitats were also repeated and had the same composition of
seagrasses as in Seagrass Only and collected from the same location (SS= short seagrass, TS= tall
seagrass). Any dead pieces of seagrass were replaced before the experiment started. Two coral habitats
were added, “short coral” (SC) which contained four pieces of artificial coral ranging from 7-12cm height;
and “tall coral” (TC) which contained four pieces of artificial coral ranging from 14.5-19cm height.
This experiment consisted of 13 trials, though the first trial was not used in analysis because it
contained only the two squid left from the Seagrass Only experiment with one in moribund condition. The
remaining trials used squid from the second group collected in the wild (Table 4.2). The habitats were
again rotated 120o, this time after trial 7 (Figure 4.3 C and D).

Pre-Rotation

Post-Rotation

A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 4.3 A, B, C and D Experimental arena for Seagrass (A and B) and Seagrass and Coral (C and D)
showing the position of the habitats in both pre-rotation (A and C) and post-rotation (B and D) orientation.
The skimmer and surrounding larger tank (not pictured) are stationary while the inner circular arena is
rotated. B=bare, S=short seagrass, T=tall seagrass; B1=bare, SS= short seagrass, TS=tall seagrass,
B2=bare, SC=short coral, TC=tall coral.
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Typical Trial: In both experiments, trials were conducted in the same way. There were two trials per day:
one in the morning which began between 8:30 and 9:30am and another in the afternoon which began
between 4:00 and 5:00pm. This procedure was to avoid a mid-day lapse in activity as described by Boal
and Gonzalez (1998). Each squid was fed after each trial, twice per day. The lid was removed from the
tank 10 minutes prior to the start of the trial to allow for acclimation to human presence. I sat near the
tank, randomizing my placement, to observe and record mating activities or other behaviors of note. The
two behaviors recorded that were associated with mating were the “flip” as described by Boal and
Gonzalez (1998) and “paired swimming”. I recorded the type of behavior and the habitat in which the
behavior was initiated.
Data Collection: We reviewed video recorded during each trial to confirm observations made during trials
and to collect extra behavioral information difficult to score in real time. Video was reviewed in order to
document two mating behaviors (flip and paired swimming) and squid location. Every flip from every trial
was recorded during video analysis; habitat location and time-stamp were also noted. The same data
were collected for paired swimming with habitat location recorded only at the start of the behavior, as the
pair could drift between habitats during more prolonged paired-swimming events. As described in the
introduction, paired swimming start time was noted when the actor changed its body patterning to a
darkened edge and began to follow the recipient closely. Behavior end time was recorded when the actor
flipped, began to follow a new recipient, or the pair drifted apart and returned to normal body patterning
for more than 30 seconds. Squid locations were recorded every two minutes for the full length of every
trial. Analysts navigated to each time-stamp within the video and counted the number of squid in each
habitat type for that frame of the video. Data below are presented as the proportion of the total counts for
each habitat type.
Correction for Location Bias: When comparing the behavioral data between pre-tank rotation and posttank rotation, it appeared that there was a slight location bias because some habitats in the upper right
area of the tank (as viewed from the video, Figure 4.2) showed a significant difference in the number of
behaviors before and after the rotation. Here I will use flip behavior in Seagrass trials as an example,
showing where proportion of flips differed significantly pre and post rotation, as well as how this was
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adjusted (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.5). Other measures in both experiments also showed significant
differences pre and post-rotation in areas near the upper right and skimmer. Squid appeared to be
attracted to the area of the tank near the skimmer. It is possible they preferred the slightly shadowed area
or the shelter provided by the structure, though it is unclear.

Bare
Short Seagrass
Tall Seagrass

Pre-Rotation
Proportion of Flips
0.808
0.192
0.000

Post-Rotation
Proportion of Flips
0.523
0.421
0.053

Z-test for Two
Proportions
p=0.046*
p=0.112
p=0.242

Table 4.3 Proportion of flips per location before and after rotation and the results of each Z-test for
comparing proportions. The asterisk next to the p-value for Bare marks a significant difference.
To correct for this bias, I scored the attraction to that area of the tank with the area closest to the
upper right receiving the highest score and the area furthest receiving the lowest (Figure 4.4). I did this by
considering only location as a factor and not substrate. By scoring this value, I created a new variable
which reflected the observed bias. Next I calculated a linear regression with attraction to the upper right
(UR) as the independent variable and the proportion of flips as the dependent variable and used SPSS to
find the predicted unstandardized values of attraction to UR. I then took the original proportions of flips,
subtracted the unstandardized proportions, and added the average of the unstandardized proportions,
resulting in the new adjusted proportions (Table 4.4; Figure 4.5 A and B). I repeated this process for
paired swimming, squid location, and each of the same measures in the Seagrass and Coral experiment.
When presenting data in the Results section, each measure has been adjusted using the process
described above. Pre-rotation and post-rotation values were combined by finding the new adjusted total
counts of each behavior or number of squid, adding them together, and then creating a new proportion.
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Figure 4.4 Tank layout for each experiment showing ranks of attraction to the upper right area of the tank
near the skimmer.

Original Proportion Flips
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
Bare

Short Seagrass Tall Seagrass

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
Bare

Habitat Type
Pre-Rotation

Adjusted Proportion Flips

B.

Proportion of Flips

Proportion of Flips

A.

Short Seagrass Tall Seagrass

Habitat Type
Pre-Rotation

Post-Rotation

Post-Rotation

Figure 4.5 A. Original proportions of flip events per habitat before (orange) and after (red) the 120 o tank
rotation. B. Adjusted proportion of flip events per habitat before and after tank rotation. Error bars show
95% confidence interval.
Figure 4.5 A and B shows the adjustments made to remove the location bias the squid had for the
upper-right area of the tank near the skimmer. In A there is a large difference in the original proportions
before and after rotation while in B the bias causing this difference has been removed and the proportions
before and after rotation are much more similar.
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Number
of Flips
Pre-Rotation
Bare
21

Original
Proportion

Attraction
to UR
Rank

Predicted
Unstandardized
Attraction to UR

Removing effect
of Attraction to
UR

Adjusted
Proportion

0.808

3

0.509

0.808-0.509+0.333

=0.632

Short
5
Seagrass
Tall
0
Seagrass
Post-Rotation
Bare
10

0.192

2

0.333

0.192-0.333+0.333

=0.192

0.000

1

0.158

0.000-0.158+0.333

=0.176

0.526

1

0.158

0.526-0.158+0.333

=0.702

Short
Seagrass
Tall
Seagrass

8

0.421

3

0.509

0.421-0.509+0.333

=0.245

1

0.053

2

0.333

0.053-0.333+0.333

=0.053

Table 4.4 Steps for adjusting the original proportion of flips to remove location bias for the upper right
(UR) area of the tank.
Results
Seagrass Only Experiment
In this experiment, the tank arena was divided into three habitats: bare, short seagrass, and tall
seagrass (Figure 4.3 A and B) to determine if height of sea grass affected mating behaviors and location
of squids in general.
Flip Behavior: I first analyzed the proportion of flips that occur within each habitat. Flip events are a
robust, easily viewed mating behavior that often lead to contact and, presumably, the passing of a
spermatophore.
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Proportion of Flips

Flip Behavior - Seagrass Habitats
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Bare

Short Seagrass

Tall Seagrass

Habitat Type
Figure 4.6 Proportion of flips per habitat type, adjusted as above. Grey = bare, dark green=short
seagrass, light green = tall seagrass. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval as calculated from
the adjusted proportions with location bias removed.
Adjusted Total Flips
Bare
Short
Seagrass
Tall Seagrass

29.771

Adjusted Proportion
of Flips
0.662

9.663
5.566

Confidence Interval
0.523

0.800

0.214

0.095

0.335

0.124

0.027

0.220

Table 4.5 Adjusted total number of flip events per habitat, as well as the exact values of proportions of
flips per habitat and 95% confidence intervals as shown in Figure 4.6.
The proportion of flip events differ significantly by habitat type (Chi-square test p=1.383×10-5).
There is a significantly higher proportion of flips in bare habitat than in short seagrass or tall seagrass (Ztest bare vs short p=1.716×10-6). Both seagrass habitats show similar proportions of flips with the higher
proportion in short seagrass (Z-test short vs tall p=0.246).
Paired Swimming Behavior: I also analyzed paired-swimming behavior, which precedes flip events and
successful mating. Though paired swimming is more prolonged, analysis is focused on where in the tank
the behavior was initiated.
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Proportion of Paired Swimming

Paired Swimming Behavior Seagrass Habitats
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
Bare

Short Seagrass

Tall Seagrass

Habitat Type
Figure 4.7 Proportion of paired swimming events per habitat type. Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval as calculated from the adjusted proportions with location bias removed.

Bare
Short
Seagrass
Tall Seagrass

Adjusted Total Paired
Swimming
37.500

Adjusted Proportion of
Paired Swimming
0.500

21.000
16.500

Confidence Interval
0.387

0.613

0.280

0.178

0.382

0.220

0.126

0.314

Table 4.6 Adjusted total number of paired swimming events per habitat, as well as the exact values of
proportions of paired swimming events per habitat and 95% confidence intervals as shown in Figure 4.7.
For paired swimming behaviors there is also a significant difference in the proportion of paired
swimming events among habitats (Chi-square test p=7.521×10-3) though not robust as flips by habitat.
Again the bare habitat shows the highest proportion of the paired swimming behavior and was
significantly higher than the short seagrass habitat (Z-test p=4.580×10-3). Squids in short and tall
seagrass had similar proportions of paired swimming, with a higher proportion in short seagrass (Z-test
p=0.395).
Squid Location: To control for mating behaviors and to answer the question ‘Do squid prefer to mate in
locations different from where they swim in general?’ we counted the number of squid in each habitat
every two minutes. We then totaled those numbers and analyzed the proportion of the total number of
squid in each habitat over the course of the experiment.
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Proportion of Total Squid

Squid Location Seagrass Habitats
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
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0.2
0.1
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Short Seagrass

Tall Seagrass

Habitat Type
Figure 4.8 Proportion of the total number of squid per habitat type. Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval as calculated from the adjusted proportions with location bias removed.

Bare
Short
Seagrass
Tall Seagrass

Adjusted Total Number
of Squid
1322.791

Adjusted Proportion of
Number of Squid
0.441

991.066
684.143

Confidence Interval
0.423

0.459

0.331

0.314

0.347

0.228

0.213

0.243

Table 4.7 Adjusted total number of squid per habitat, as well as the exact values of proportions of squid
per habitat, and 95% confidence intervals as shown in Figure 4.8.
The proportion of total squid observed differed significantly by habitat (Chi-square test
p=4.614×10-45). Similar to the two mating behaviors above, squid are most often located in the bare
habitat, followed by short seagrass, and least often in the tall seagrass. Here there is a significant
difference between proportions of squid in bare and short habitats (Z-test p=8.181×10-19) as well as
between short and tall habitats (Z-test p=6.012×10-19).
Comparing Behaviors: To compare habitat usage between behavior types, I performed a set of Z-tests to
pinpoint where these differences occur.
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Bare
Short
Seagrass
Tall Seagrass

Z-test Comparisons Between Behaviors
Flip vs
Flip vs
Paired Swimming
Paired Swimming
Location
vs Location
p=0.076
p=0.002*
p=0.315
p=0.416

p=0.061

p=0.336

p=0.160

p=0.035*

p=0.866

Table 4.8 Z-test p-values performed between proportions of behaviors occurring in each habitat type.
Values marked with an asterisk (*) are significant.
There are no significant differences between the flip and paired swimming behaviors, or between
paired swimming and squid location. However there are some significant differences between the flip
behavior and squid location.
Seagrass and Coral Experiment
Trials were conducted under the same conditions here and the same measures of behavior and
location were recorded. The only difference is that three additional habitats were added to the
experimental tank arena (Figure 4.3 C and D) to test if oval squid differed in the frequency of mating
behaviors in tall or short areas of substrate and in seagrass or coral. Note that the following figures show
a y-axis scale of 0.5 while the scale above was to 1.
Flip Behavior: Flip behavior was again analyzed here as a robust behavior that often leads to mating. The
proportions of flip behavior per habitat type were calculated and are shown below.
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Proportion of Flips

Flip Behavior - Seagrass and Coral Habitats
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
B1
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TS

B2

SC

TC

Habitat Type
Figure 4.9 Proportion of flip behaviors per habitat type. Habitat types along the x-axis are organized by
their placement in the tank. Grey = B1 = bare 1; dark green = SS = short seagrass; light green = TS = tall
seagrass; grey = B2 = bare 2; dark pink = SC = short coral; light pink = TC = tall coral. Error bars
represent a 95% confidence interval as calculated from the adjusted proportions with location bias
removed.
Adjusted Total Flips
Bare 1
Short Seagrass
Tall Seagrass
Bare 2
Short Coral
Tall Coral

21.226
33.146
11.460
40.774
33.854
15.540

Adjusted Proportion
of Flips
0.136
0.212
0.073
0.261
0.217
0.100

Confidence Interval
0.083
0.148
0.033
0.192
0.152
0.053

0.190
0.277
0.114
0.330
0.282
0.147

Table 4.9 Adjusted total number of flip events per habitat, as well as the exact values of proportions of
flips per habitat and 95% confidence intervals as shown in Figure 4.9.
As in the Seagrass Only experiment, the proportion of flips performed by squid pairs per habitat
varied significantly (Chi-square test p=9.136×10-5), though the pattern in this experiment varies from the
last. Here, the highest proportion of flips is in one of the bare habitats (B2) followed by short seagrass and
short coral, though these relationships are not significant (Table 4.10). The other bare habitat (B1) falls
roughly in the middle and the lowest proportions of flips are in tall seagrass and tall coral. Short and tall
seagrass show similar proportions of flips to short and tall coral respectively. The greatest differences
among proportions of flips are between the short and tall habitats and are significant for both habitat types
(Table 4.10). The two bare habitats are also significantly different from one another (Table 4.10).
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B1 vs SS
SS vs TS
B2 vs SC
SC vs TC

Z-tests for Flip Behavior
p=0.074
p=4.89x10-3*
B1 vs B2
-4
p=3.453×10 *
SS vs SC p=0.922
p=0.358
TS vs TC p=0.411
p=4.004×10-3*

Table 4.10 Resulting p-values from Z-tests performed on proportions of flips occurring between relevant
pairings of habitat type. Values marked with an asterisk (*) are significant.
Paired Swimming Behavior: Paired swimming is, again, the second behavior associated with mating that
was measured. It was analyzed in the same way as above but proportions of paired swimming events
were calculated for each of the six habitats rather than three.

Proportion of Paired Swimming

Paired Swimming Behavior Seagrass and Coral Habitats
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
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0.05
0.00
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TS

B2

SC

TC

Habitat Type
Figure 4.10 Proportions of paired swimming events per habitat type. Error bars represent a 95%
confidence interval as calculated from the adjusted proportions with location bias removed.

Bare 1
Short Seagrass
Tall Seagrass
Bare 2
Short Coral
Tall Coral

Adjusted Total Paired
Swimming
25.262
35.996
13.867
51.738
41.004
14.133

Adjusted Proportion of
Paired Swimming
0.139
0.198
0.076
0.284
0.225
0.078

Confidence Interval
0.089
0.140
0.038
0.219
0.165
0.039

0.189
0.256
0.115
0.350
0.286
0.117

Table 4.11 Adjusted total number of paired swimming events per habitat, as well as the exact values of
proportions of paired swimming events per habitat and 95% confidence intervals as shown in Figure 4.10.
Again, the proportion of paired swimming events per habitat varied significantly overall (Chisquared test p=3.204×10-7). The pattern shown with paired swimming is similar to that of the flip behavior
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with significant differences among the same habitat pairings. The highest proportion of paired swimming
events is in bare 2 followed by short seagrass and short coral with bare 1 again in the middle. There are
significant differences in the proportion of paired swimming behaviors between both short and tall habitats
(Table 4.12). Again here the two bare habitats are significantly different.

B1 vs SS
SS vs TS
B2 vs SC
SC vs TC

Z-tests for Paired Swimming
p=0.131
p=5.541×10-4*
B1 vs B2
-4
p=6.095×10 *
SS vs SC p=0.520
p=0.196
TS vs TC p=0.958
p=5.956×10-5*

Table 4.12 Resulting p-values from Z-tests performed on proportions of paired swimming events occurring
between relevant pairings of habitat type. Values marked with an asterisk (*) are significant.
Squid Location: To analyze which habitat types squid prefer in general, we collected location data every
two minutes and counted the number of squid in each of the six habitats, then totaled all of the counts
and found the proportion of squid per habitat overall.

Proportion of Total Squid

Squid Location Seagrass and Coral Habitats
0.50
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Habitat Type
Figure 4.11 Proportions of total squid counts per habitat type. Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval as calculated from the adjusted proportions with location bias removed.
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Bare 1
Short Seagrass
Tall Seagrass
Bare 2
Short Coral
Tall Coral

Adjusted Total
Number of Squid
1292.064
1026.649
844.292
1281.936
1144.351
1115.708

Adjusted Proportion of
Number of Squid
0.193
0.153
0.126
0.191
0.171
0.166

Confidence Interval
0.183
0.144
0.118
0.182
0.162
0.157

0.202
0.162
0.134
0.201
0.180
0.175

Table 4.13 Adjusted total number of squid per habitat, as well as the exact values of proportions of squid
per habitat and 95% confidence intervals as shown in Figure 4.11.
The proportion of total squid per location varied significantly (Chi-squared test p=1.455×10-25) and
the pattern differs from the two mating behaviors above. Here, the highest proportion of squid are in both
bare habitats, followed by both short habitats (seagrass and coral), with a significant difference between
bare and short habitats in each case. Short coral and tall coral do not significantly differ in the proportion
of squid overall (Table 4.14). In contrast with both mating behaviors above, the bare habitats do not
significantly differ, however the two short habitats and two tall habitats do significantly differ (Table 4.14).
The differences in behavior when habitat types are combined will be discussed in more detail later in this
chapter.

B1 vs SS
SS vs TS
B2 vs SC
SC vs TC

Z-tests for Squid Location
p=1.287×10-9 B1 vs B2
p=0.824
p=5.407×10-6 SS vs SC p=5.778×10-3
p=2.019×10-3 TS vs TC p=3.021×10-11
p=0.509

Table 4.14 Resulting p-values from Z-tests performed on proportions of squid per location occurring
between relevant pairings of habitat type. Values marked with an asterisk (*) are significant.
Comparing Behaviors: To compare habitat usage between behavior types, I performed a set of Z-tests to
pinpoint in which habitats these differences occur.
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Bare 1
Short Seagrass
Tall Seagrass
Bare 2
Short Coral
Tall Coral

Z-test Comparisons Between Behaviors
Flip vs
Flip vs
Paired Swimming
Location
p=0.942
p=0.042*
p=0.739
p=0.073
p=0.924
p=0.014*
p=0.637
p=0.048*
p=0.855
p=0.164
p=0.480
p=0.006*

Paired Swimming
vs Location
p=0.039*
p=0.135
p=0.013*
p=0.006*
p=0.081
p=1.299×10-5*

Table 4.15 Z-test p-values performed between proportions of behaviors occurring in each habitat type.
Values marked with an asterisk (*) are significant.
There are no significant differences between the flip and paired-swimming mating behaviors in
any of the habitat types. Meaning that the flip and paired swimming behaviors were performed in similar
proportions across all habitats. However when comparing squid location with either flips or paired
swimming, there are significant differences in four of the same habitats, with only short seagrass and
short coral showing no significant differences (Table 4.15). This shows that where the squid are located
generally differs from where they perform mating behaviors in the bare and tall habitats.
Comparing Habitat Height and Habitat Composition
To determine which factor affected the three measures of behavior laid out above (flips, paired
swimming, location), I combined the data from the Seagrass Only as well as Seagrass and Coral
experiments. Here I analyzed combined data from habitat height (bare, short, and tall) compared to
habitat composition (bare, seagrass, and coral). The same counts of behaviors from above were added
together by height or composition and the new calculated proportions are displayed below.
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Proportion of Behavior

Behaviors by Habitat Height
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
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0.20
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Tall (TS+TC)

Habitat Height
Flips

Paired Swimming

Location of Squid

Figure 4.12 Proportions of each type of behavior (flips, paired swimming, location of squid) in each of
three combined habitat types (bare, short, and tall). Error bars show a 95% confidence interval as
calculated from the combined data.
Bare (B1+B2)
Propor
-tion

Flips
Paired
Swimm
-ing
Location
of Squid

Confidence
Interval

Short (SS+SC)
Propor
-tion

Confidence
Interval

Tall (TS+TC)
Propor
-tion

Confidence
Interval

Chi-Square

0.397

0.321

0.474

0.429

0.352

0.507

0.173

0.114

0.232

p=1.100×10-4*

0.423

0.351

0.351

0.423

0.351

0.351

0.154

0.101

0.206

p=1.865×10-6*

0.384

0.372

0.396

0.324

0.313

0.335

0.292

0.281

0.303

p=1.228×10-19*

Table 4.16 Exact values of proportions and confidence intervals displayed in Figure 4.12. Also the results
of chi-square tests for each behavior type. Values marked with an asterisk (*) are significant.
When combining the six habitats from the Seagrass and Coral experiment, there is a significant
difference in proportions of all three behaviors across habitats defined by height (Table 4.16). Within short
and tall habitats there is greater variation among behaviors. The location of squid differs from the two
mating behaviors. The bare and short habitats show similar proportions of occurrence of all three
behaviors while tall shows an overall lower proportion of behaviors.
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Proportion of Behavior

Behaviors by Habitat Composition
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
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0.05
0.00
Bare (B1+B2)

Seagrass (SS+TS)

Coral (SC+TC)

Habitat Composition
Flips

Paired Swimming

Location of Squid

Figure 4.13 Proportions of each type of behavior (flips, paired swimming, location of squid) in each of
three combined habitat compositions (bare, seagrass, and coral). Error bars show a 95% confidence
interval as calculated from the combined data.
Bare (B1+B2)
Propor
-tion

Flips
Paired
Swimm
-ing
Location
of Squid

Confidence
Interval

Seagrass (SS+TS)
Propor
-tion

Confidence
Interval

Coral (SC+TC)
Propor
-tion

Confidence
Interval

Chi-Square

0.397

0.321

0.474

0.286

0.215

0.357

0.317

0.244

0.390

p=0.212

0.423

0.351

0.495

0.274

0.209

0.339

0.303

0.236

0.370

p=0.033

0.384

0.372

0.396

0.279

0.268

0.290

0.337

0.326

0.348

p=7.878×10-25*

Table 4.17 Exact values of proportions and confidence intervals displayed in Figure 4.13. Also the results
of chi-square tests for each behavior type. Values marked with an asterisk (*) are significant.
Here the proportions for the flip behavior do not significantly differ across habitat composition.
Paired swim, while significant, is less so than when arranged by habitat height (Table 4.17 and Table
4.16). However, overall squid location varies significantly as a function of habitat composition more so
than habitat height (Table 4.17 and Table 4.16). Overall there is less variation in proportions of behaviors
within each habitat type here. Further, the bare area shows the highest proportions of all behaviors while
seagrass and coral are lower and more similar to each other.
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Discussion
Seagrass Only Experiment
When presented with three habitats, mating pairs of squid varied in their flip and paired swimming
by habitat. They performed both behaviors most often in the bare habitat and about the same amount of
time in the short and tall seagrass areas. This suggests that oval squid may prefer to mate in more open
areas, possibly to stay closer to the school; rather than in habitats with complex benthic coverage which
may separate a vulnerable mating pair from their conspecifics.
Oval squid location was tracked as a control behavior throughout each trial and the number of
squid also differed by habitat. Here again, the bare habitat was where squid were found more often,
followed by short seagrass, then tall seagrass, which all differ significantly from one another. The pattern
of where they are located in general differs somewhat from where they showed flip and paired swimming
behaviors.
When taking all three behaviors into consideration, there are no differences between flip and
paired swimming for any habitat type. There are also no differences when comparing squid location with
paired swimming. The only differences occur between squid location and the flip behavior. This supports
the idea that, in some measures, oval squid may mate in different habitats than where they typically swim.
Seagrass and Coral Experiment
Again the proportions of flips and paired swimming behaviors differed overall by habitat; though
here the bigger differences were between both short and tall habitats, rather than between bare and short
as in the Seagrass Only experiment. Both behaviors occurred in about the same proportion in short
seagrass and short coral as well as between tall seagrass and tall coral. This provides evidence that
habitat height may be a more salient environmental characteristic than habitat composition (coral vs
seagrass) when pairs of squid are mating. Of note here is that the proportion of both mating behaviors
differed significantly between both bare habitat areas. It is possible that mating squid have preference for
certain areas based on an unknown environmental cue or aspect of the tank arena.
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The location of oval squid again differed overall by habitat type. These differences occurred
among many relevant comparisons of habitats (bare 1 vs short seagrass, short seagrass vs tall seagrass,
bare 2 vs short coral, short seagrass vs short coral, and tall seagrass vs tall coral) but there were no
major difference between the two bare habitats or between short coral and tall coral. This pattern differs
from the two mating behaviors (flip and paired swimming) in that there were differences in habitat usage
not only between some short and tall habitats but also between coral and seagrass habitats of the same
height. This provides evidence that in their baseline daily behavior, squid may choose their habitat
differently than when they are mating. Further, there is no difference here between bare habitats,
suggesting that choosing between those habitats, based on an unknown characteristic, may only occur
while mating.
When comparing flips and paired swimming there were no differences between these two
behaviors in any habitat type. As in the Seagrass Only experiment, squid performed these behaviors in a
similar pattern. However, when comparing squid location with flips, and squid location with paired
swimming, there are some differences based on habitat type. Overall both mating behaviors differ from
squid location; there are differences at every habitat except in short seagrass and short coral. Squid are
therefore swimming and mating at similar levels in these short habitats, but the pattern does not extend to
the other four substrates. This provides more evidence that squid may not mate in the same types of
locations as where they generally swim.
Overall Discussion and Conclusions
With data from six habitats that vary in two ways; height (bare, short, tall) and composition (bare,
seagrass, coral), the data can be recombined to further determine which characteristic is more salient to
squid behaviors. When combining data by height, all three behaviors differ significantly by habitat type.
However when combining data by habitat composition, only squid location differs significantly by habitat
type. This provides further evidence that habitat height may affect mating behavior more than habitat
composition, but that habitat composition may still be a relevant cue for non-mating behaviors that include
where oval squid simply swim. It is possible that shorter substrate would provide easier access to egg
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attachment locations and facilitate egg deposition, rendering the shape more important than the type of
object.
Overall, Sepioteuthis lessoniana do show habitat preference when mating and the pattern differs
when squid are not mating. They may be attracted to certain areas (bare or short) that provide an
advantage such as allowing them to stay grouped as a school or to avoid other areas (tall) that may be
dangerous -- perhaps by obscuring predators. When oval squid are not mating, they may choose where
they swim and hunt based more on the composition of shallow water habitat such as coral instead of
seagrass. This may suggest that in a bout of mating and egg-deposition, oval squid may choose the
same type of habitat to lay their eggs as they would to mate.
Flip and paired swimming behaviors consistently took place in the same types of habitats with the
same patterns. This shows that the two behaviors, both classified as part of a mating sequence (Boal and
Gonzalez, 1998), are inextricably linked. Perhaps there is a larger behavioral pattern in mating versus not
mating where preference for habitat can change when oval squid shift between behavior types. Perhaps
oval squid discriminate and prefer certain habitats when hunting and feeding.
To fully answer the question of where this important fishery species prefers to mate and spawn,
more study is required. A tank arena with larger habitats would allow for further observation and testing of
new habitats. Fishermen and divers have used clustered bamboo to attract mating oval squid in the wild
(Lin et al., 2017) and while height, or length, is important, it is possible that density of substrate also
affects spawning location and high density may be preferred by mating and spawning pairs of oval squid.
Future studies should also consider the impact of larger objects in a shallow-water habitat such as large
brain corals or boulders. Perhaps squid in this study were attracted to the area of the tank near the
skimmer because the larger object provided shelter while allowing the school to stay clustered. Further,
studies have been initiated and continue that survey known oval squid spawning locations in the wild
while characterizing the types of benthic habitat nearby.
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Summary Statement
The two species (Nautilus pompilius and Sepioteuthis lessoniana) described in these experiments
are considered distantly related, while still falling within the class Cephalopoda. Through these
differences, and the unique attributes of both Nautilus and oval squid, much can be learned about the
range of behavior of cephalopods. The ancient Nautilus is a deep-sea scavenger that is relatively longlived, slow to reproduce, largely solitary, and heavily reliant on odor cues in its environment (Saunders
and Landman, 1987; Basil et al., 2000, 2005). The more modern oval squid is a shallow-water predator
with a shorter lifespan and quick reproduction. Oval squids form schools, and are highly visual (Sugimoto
et al. 2013; Hanlon and Messenger, 2018). Here I examined the response of each species to
conspecifics, response to their environment, social behavior, and mating behavior.
Nautilus is distinct for its unique life history but also for its enigmatic behavior that leaves many
questions to be answered. My thesis experiments in Nautilus social and mating behavior examine the
little-understood response of Nautilus to conspecific scent. When choosing conspecific scents in a Ymaze, Nautilus do not show preference for the opposite sex or for individuals within the opposite sex.
However, they do show differences in their tentacle extension response. Namely, patterns of extension
differ between males and females as well as in response to the opposite sex and the same sex. Thus
Nautilus detect differences in conspecific scent but may not act upon those differences under the
circumstances of the experiment. The results also counter both of my original hypotheses and open this
area of research to new questions and further studies. Nautilus are known to gather on central food
sources and perhaps they use those opportunities to detect and choose mates via conspecific scent.
Further, they could show cryptic mate choice via sperm competition. It is also possible that the ancestral
Nautilus pompilius does not show mate choice which would be noteworthy for this unique species and for
the cephalopod lineage.
Squid are highly social coleoids and my work here on oval squid (S. lessoniana) examines mating
behavior in comparison to that of nautiluses. Oval squid show choice in their locations to mate and mate
more often in bare and short habitat than in tall seagrass or tall coral habitats. These patterns may be
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reflected in their choice of habitat in the wild and could indicate preferred spawning grounds, which are
unknown in this species.
Not only do the studies described here show the range of cephalopod behavior but they also offer
two perspectives on cephalopod conservation. The slower life history of the Nautilus has led to overexploitation and quick declines in parts of their range (Barord et al. 2014, Dunstan et al. 2010).
Conversely, the faster reproduction of oval squid and similar species has contributed to a recent
population increase (Doubleday et al. 2016). However, as history has showed time and again, even the
seemingly most populous species are subject to crashes when fishing pressure is high (Roberts, 2008).
My thesis work contributes to knowledge on mating behavior, behavior which may influence reproduction
and stock sizes. My research, as well as others’ work on topics of mating behavior in threatened species,
could serve as resources for future policies and protections.
Both species in the experiments presented here are remarkable representatives of not only
cephalopods but life on earth. The incredible evolutionary path from a small mollusk with a foot and a few
plates into the intelligent, complex, charismatic, and beautiful animals they are today must be
acknowledged. The chambered nautilus and the oval squid, the first more dissimilar from its family
members and the second less, are only two species of a numerous and fascinating class. More research
on every group is warranted, especially that which may preserve this incredible group in our changing
world.
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